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Lab Overview - HOL-1951-02-VWS - VMware Horizon Getting Started
Lab Guidance

Note: It may take more than 90 minutes to complete this lab. You should expect to only finish 1-2 of the modules during your time. The modules are independent of each other so you can start at the beginning of any module and proceed from there. You can use the Table of Contents to access any module of your choosing.

The Table of Contents can be accessed in the upper right-hand corner of the Lab Manual.

Use VMware Horizon 7 to provision VDI desktops with instant clones and RDS Hosts. Configure App Volumes to instantly provision applications, and User Environment Manager to provide a context-based user experience with an integrated workflow to provision user workspaces quickly.

Lab Module List:

- Module 1 - Horizon Overview and Features (60 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 2 - Horizon Components Explained (90 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 3 - Horizon Basics Tasks (90 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 4 - Horizon (JMP) Just-in-Time Management Platform (90 minutes) (Basic)

Lab Captains:

- Captain - Vernon Lihou - Sr. EUC Specialist SE, United Kingdom
- Captain - Daniel Plouffe - Sr. Solution Engineer, US

This lab manual can be downloaded from the Hands-on Labs Document site found here:

http://docs.hol.vmware.com

This lab may be available in other languages. To set your language preference and have a localized manual deployed with your lab, you may utilize this document to help guide you through the process:

Please ask for a headset or feel free to use your own as this lab includes video reference material with sound.

Location of the Main Console

1. The area in the RED box contains the Main Console. The Lab Manual is on the tab to the Right of the Main Console.
2. Your lab starts with 90 minutes on the timer. The lab can not be saved. All your work must be done during the lab session. But you can click the **EXTEND** to increase your time. If you are at a VMware event, you can extend your lab time twice, for up to 30 minutes. Each click gives you an additional 15 minutes.
Outside of VMware events, you can extend your lab time up to 9 hours and 30 minutes. Each click gives you an additional hour.

**Alternate Methods of Keyboard Data Entry**

During this module, you will input text into the Main Console. Besides directly typing it in, there are two very helpful methods of entering data which make it easier to enter complex data.

**Click and Drag Lab Manual Content Into Console Active Window**

You can also click and drag text and Command Line Interface (CLI) commands directly from the Lab Manual into the active window in the Main Console.

**Accessing the Online International Keyboard**

You can also use the Online International Keyboard found in the Main Console.
1. Click to open **Command Prompt**
2. Click on the **Keyboard Icon** found on the Windows Quick Launch Task Bar.

### Insert @ Symbol

![Image of Command Prompt window and Online Keyboard]

In this example, you will use the Online Keyboard to enter the "@" sign used in email addresses. The "@" sign is Shift-2 on US keyboard layouts.

1. Click once in the active console window.
2. Click on the **Shift** key.
3. Click on the **@** sign.
4. Notice the @ sign entered in the active console window.

### Activation Prompt or Watermark

![Image of Activation Prompt or Watermark]

When you first start your lab, you may notice a watermark on the desktop indicating that Windows is not activated.
One of the major benefits of virtualization is that virtual machines can be moved and run on any platform. The Hands-on Labs utilizes this benefit and we are able to run the labs out of multiple datacenters. However, these datacenters may not have identical processors, which triggers a Microsoft activation check through the Internet.

Rest assured, VMware and the Hands-on Labs are in full compliance with Microsoft licensing requirements. The lab that you are using is a self-contained pod and does not have full access to the Internet, which is required for Windows to verify the activation. Without full access to the Internet, this automated process fails and you see this watermark.

This cosmetic issue has no effect on your lab.

Look at the lower right portion of the screen

![Lab Status Screen]

Please check to see that your lab has finished all the startup routines and is ready for you to start. If you see anything other message than "Ready", please wait a few minutes. If after 5 minutes your lab has not changed to "Ready", please ask for assistance.
Module 1 - Horizon Overview and Features (60 minutes)
Introduction

This Module contains the following lessons:

- Lesson 1 - Horizon Product Demo
- Lesson 2 - Horizon editions explained
- Lesson 3 - What's new in Horizon 7.5
- Lesson 4 - Horizon 7.5 resources
- Conclusion

Horizon Technical overview - Video (10:16)

Feel free to watch this short video explaining Horizon features.
Horizon 7.5 Product Demo - VIDEO (10:38)

In this module we will look at the VMware Horizon 7.5 administrator console and how to invoke the new HTML 5 console.
Horizon Editions Explained

VMware End-User-Computing products help IT break the current technology barriers and shift the focus from reacting to delivering services for business agility and workforce productivity. With VMware, IT organizations can meet end-user demands for a consistent and intuitive experience across devices in the office, at home, or on the go while ensuring that the business computing environment is secure, easy to manage, and in continuous compliance.

It is important understanding which options are available when choosing your Horizon edition and will definitely aid towards a succesful deployment and a clear understanding of how each feature is licensed.

**Horizon 7 (on-premises)**

Horizon 7 (on-premises) is available in three editions:

1. **Horizon Standard** - Simple, powerful VDI with great user experience
2. **Horizon Advanced** - Cost-effective delivery of desktops and applications through a unified workspace
3. **Horizon Enterprise** - Desktops and applications delivered with cloud automation and management

Have a look at the table below and make sure your business and use-case align with the feature set below. Each Horizon edition has 8 sections covering:
Example:

Company ABC has a requirement to optimally deliver audio and video either directly between end-points for one-on-one collaboration, or offloaded to a central Multipoint Control Unit (MCU) for multi-party conference calls or meetings.

Solution = **Horizon Virtualization Pack for Skype for Business (available through Horizon Advance)**
Horizon Feature Table

Download the latest VMware END-USER COMPUTING Packaging and Licensing Including VMware Workspace ONE and VMware Horizon white paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>SUB-COMPONENT/ PRODUCT</th>
<th>HORIZON FOR LINUX</th>
<th>HORIZON STANDARD</th>
<th>HORIZON ADVANCED</th>
<th>HORIZON ENTERPRISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>License Entitlement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent User (CCU)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named User</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop and Applications</td>
<td>VMware Horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Virtual Desktops and Session-Based Desktops</td>
<td>VMware Horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux Desktops</td>
<td>VMware Horizon for Linux</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Workspace - XA, RDSH, SaaS, ThinApp</td>
<td>VMware Identity Manager Std</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosted Applications (RDSH)</td>
<td>RDS Hosted Apps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaged Applications</td>
<td>VMware ThinApp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAST PERFORMANCE (3D, UC, MMR, etc)</td>
<td>VMware Horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application and Desktop Access with Single-Sign-On</td>
<td>VMware Identity Manager Std</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKSPACE ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Management</td>
<td>VMware Mirage &amp; VMware ThinApp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop and Application Management</td>
<td>VMware App Volumes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time application delivery</td>
<td>VMware Horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just-in-Time Delivery with Instant Clone Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Environment Management</td>
<td>VMware User Environment Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User, Profile, and Policy Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Analytics and Operations Management</td>
<td>VMware vRealize Operations for Horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations Dashboard – Health Monitoring &amp; Performance Analytics</td>
<td>VMware vRealize Operations for Horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Management – Planning &amp; Optimization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>VMware Virtual SAN Advanced for Desktop with all-flash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop Infrastructure</td>
<td>VMware vSphere Desktop &amp; VMware vCenter Desktop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edition Selector Tool - New or Upgrade

Making the right choice looking at the Horizon feature table may look challenging and can be a daunting task. VMware has developed an Edition Selector online that will help you make the right decision.
1. Horizon Editions Selection Tool
VMware Horizon is available in three editions: Horizon Standard, Advanced, and Enterprise. Access the selector guide to help choose the right edition for your needs.

2. Horizon Editions Upgrade Tool
Enter the product or SKU the customer currently has, select the product the customer wants upgrade to, and the tool will provide the upgrade path. Use the Upgrade Tool to help choose the right upgrade path.
What's New in Horizon 7.5

The section on What's new in Horizon 7.5 has a detailed breakdown of the new features and can be viewed watching the 11 minute video presentation (Option 1) or read through the features (Option 2).

Option 1 - VMware Horizon 7.5 - What's New Overview - VIDEO (11:08)

Option 2 - VMware Horizon 7.5 - What's New Overview - Manual Walk through

Drawing on the best of mobile and cloud, Horizon 7 radically transforms VDI, giving you unprecedented simplicity, security, speed and scale—all at lower costs. Horizon 7 helps you get up and running up to 30x faster while cutting costs over traditional solutions by as much as 50%.
VMware Horizon Console is the latest version of the Web interface through which you can create and manage virtual desktops, published desktops and applications. Horizon Console also integrates VMware Horizon Just-in-Time Management Platform (JMP) Integrated Workflow features for managing workspaces. Module 4 will cover this in more detail.

Horizon Console is available after you install and configure Horizon Connection Server and accessed via HTML 5. The first Console includes a partial implementation of Horizon 7 features, but you can use Horizon Administrator, the classic Web interface to access those features that are not yet available in Horizon Console.

**Horizon Console - Benefits**

The benefits of using Horizon Console include an easier desktop and application deployment process, just-in-time desktop delivery, and a more secure Web interface that eliminates security risks.
Functionality - Horizon Console

To perform desktop or application pool deployment tasks, troubleshooting tasks, or manage JMP workflows through the Horizon Administrator Web interface by using a secure (TLS) connection.

This is the current feature set supported through the new Console:

- **Entitlements**
  - User and group entitlements
  - Desktop and application entitlements

- **Authentication**
  - Remote access authentication
  - Unauthenticated access for published applications

- **Virtual desktops**
  - Automated, full clone, dedicated-assignment pools
  - Automated, instant-clone dedicated-assignment and floating-assignment pools

- **Published desktops**
  - Manual farms
  - Automated instant-clone farms
  - RDS desktop pools

- **Published Applications**
  - Manual application pools
  - Application pools from existing applications

- **Virtual Machines**
  - Virtual Machines available in vCenter Server
  - Registered machines that are not available in vCenter Server
### Overview

This is a new feature that provides a simplified way for EUC Admins to define a workspace and facilitate assignments by defining a JMP assignment that includes information about the Horizon desktop pools, VMware App Volumes AppStacks, and VMware User Environment Manager through a single console for users or group of users.

### Benefits

- IT will be able to think about managing the user’s desktop workspace based on a desired state for the specific user and what should their workspace should look like. We cover this hands-on exercise in Module 4.

### Supported Components and Versions

The following versions of the VMware products must be installed before you begin installing JMP Server.
• VMware Horizon 7 version 7.5 or later
• VMware App Volumes 2.13 or later (optional)
• VMware User Environment Manager 9.2.1 or later (optional)
• VMware Identity Manager™ 2.9.2 or later (for integration with VMware Workspace™ ONE™)

Help Desk Tool

![Image of the Help Desk Tool interface]

Overview

There’s an updated version of the Help Desk Tool can be found in the new Horizon Console. Just open Horizon Console and select a username to start investigating and troubleshooting virtual desktop and app sessions.

Benefits

• Horizon Help Desk Tool is integrated into the new Horizon Console
• You can troubleshoot Linux desktop sessions in Horizon Help Desk Tool in Horizon Console.
• Horizon Help Desk Tool displays the following metrics:
  ◦ Skype for Business pairing status
  ◦ State of the application or desktop session
  ◦ Disk IOPS data

Note: To get logon segments info, you need to enable timingProfiler writes to the event database: “vdmadmin -I -timingProfiler -enable” on each Connection Server.
Overview

Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services means the infrastructure is offered as a service, but customers have full control over the workloads they run on top of the infrastructure and have an environment that’s nearly identical to on-premises.

Benefits

With Horizon 7.5 full clone VDI and RDSH are supported, Instant Clones is planned for a future version.

SaaS-based Workspace ONE and Unified Access Gateway 3.3 are supported, User Environment Manager and App Volumes are planned for a future version.

3rd party load balancer and NSX Edge North-South firewalling is supported, NSX Load-Balancing and Distributed Firewall for East-West are planned for a future version.

Watch this video to learn more about this feature.
Subscription Based Licensing

Overview

In addition to VMware Horizon current licensing, subscription based licensing is now available for Horizon 7.4.1 and 7.5.

- Subscription licensing has a legal requirement to include a SaaS component.
- Hosted IDM is included and the sole authentication for Horizon resources.
- Horizon is forced into Workspace One mode once the subscription license key is applied.
- Subscription SKU and key is available for Horizon 7.4.1 and later.
Extended Service Branch (ESB)

Overview

Starting in Q2 2018, Horizon will have an option of Extended Service Branch (ESB), in addition to the Current Release (CR) branch.

What is ESB?

An Extended Service Branch is a parallel release branch to the existing, current release of the product.

Details

- Active support for 24 months, general support after that.
- Three Service Packs with only critical bug/security fixes and new Win10 support, no new features.
- SP1 after 6 months, SP2 after 9 months, SP3 after 15 months.
- Includes Horizon 7, App Volumes, User Environment Manager and Unified Access Gateway.
- Corresponding versions required.
- Customer can use their current licenses.

- Every 12 months a set of ESBs based on the then current released version will be made available

For example, Horizon 7.5 SP1 will be released at the same time its corresponding SP1 on AV, UEM and UAG ESBs. Mixing of ESB and Current Release or mixing of Service Pack versions is not supported.

- At any given time, there are two ESBs available for customers to choose from.
Notes:

- Each SP release will support N-2, N-1, N and N+1 versions of Win 10 guest OS
- Active support defined as a branch that is eligible for hot patches. Once active support is ended, customers can continue to use ESB with general support, but no new patches will be issued

vSphere 6.7 and Instant-Clone API

Horizon Instant Clones with vSphere 6.7

Overview

Support for the instant-clone API in vSphere 6.7 are included with Horizon 7.5 and improve the following for Instant Clones:

- Instant Clones can attach App Volumes AppStacks during clone time, thus shortening the login time required.
- Better retention of MAC address.
- Better multi-vLAN support..

Details

- Only Horizon 7.5 (and future releases) will support instant-clone API.
- Horizon 7.5 will support the original vmFork API used in vSphere releases older than version 6.7.
- The related logs are located in C:\ProgramData\VMware\VDM\logs on the Connection Server.

A common mistake is that Horizon Instant Clones are equal to the vSphere PowerShell method, however Horizon is different as it always had a parent-less instant clone and
then rebased on the replica, which also provides the benefit of the storage accelerator. Horizon includes cloneprep which automates the steps required on the guest OS.

**Virtualization Based Security (VBS)**

**Overview**

Virtualization-based security isolates sensitive code like Kernel Mode Code Integrity or sensitive corporate domain credentials from the rest of the Windows operating system. Windows 10 leverages TPM for measuring boot integrity sequence (and based on that,
automatically unlocking BitLocker protected drives), for protecting credentials or for health attestation.

Requirements

- Hardware virtualization with I/O MMU
- NX/XD flag
- TPM 2.0 (VM HW level 14+, vSphere 6.7)

vTPM Requirements

- VM Encryption (requires KMIP 1.1 compliant KMS)
- HW Level 14 (vSphere 6.7)
- Windows 10/Server 2016
- Full Clones
- Stored in .nvram

A Key Management Server (KMS) should be configured within vCenter in order to add a TPM device to a VM. TPM secrets are stored in VM files which gets automatically encrypted when a TPM device is provisioned. A Key Management Server (KMS) is required to encrypt VM files holding TPM secrets. You can use TPM for hardware binding with Credential Guard, Attestation or BitLocker keys. After a KMS has been added you can add a TPM device in vSphere or the Pool creation wizard.

vGPU

Overview
Previously with Instant Clones only one vGPU profile per cluster was recommended, the reason was that even when grouping VMs per host, across hosts the VMs were still spread, this could lead to the situation that all GPUs would already have a VM running with another profile than required and as only a single profile per GPU is supported, thus a new VM could not be launched even though capacity was available. In the new consolidation mode VMs are also grouped across hosts.

In the new performance mode VMs are grouped across hosts, but spread between GPUs. There is an override per vCenter in the ADAM database that spreads across hosts that only should be used with single GPU profiles and is equal to the old best performance.

**Golden image sharing for Instant Clones in multi-cluster**

**Overview**

You can now use a single master (or golden image) for multiple clusters without shared storage between those clusters. VSAN for example is only available within the cluster.

This restriction has been removed by modifying the internal VM logic as the template is now started from the cluster it’s residing on.

**Benefits**

- The internal template is now started from the cluster it’s on.
- Allows other clusters to use the same master without shared storage between clusters (like VSAN).

**Instant Clones**

**Benefits**

- Multiple vGPU profiles are supported.
• Select PCoIP or VMware Blast (non h264 hardware encoder) as a display protocol with NVIDIA GRID vGPU for instant-clone desktop pools.
• Change 3D vSGA or 3D software settings for instant-clone pools.

Cloud Pod Architecture

Benefits

• The total session limit is increased to 200,000 and the total site limit is increased to 10.
• You can configure desktop shortcuts for global entitlements.

GPO Bundle

Benefits

• ADMX template file (perf_tracker.admx) contains policy settings for Horizon Performance Tracker.
• Extend machine based GPOs for RDSH to work with Blast Extreme and PCoIP.
Horizon 7.5 Resources

VMware Horizon 7 has some of the best resources available online with dedicated resource zones specially created to enable all levels of users and administrators. Have a look at some of the following examples:

1. **VMware TECH ZONE**
   - Video library with Beginner to Expert level
   - Tech Talks, Expert Series, Quick Talks and much more
   - Tools - This section will cover tools for App Volumes, Horizon and Workspace One
   - Blog - Link to VMware EUC blog series

2. **EUC Blog**
3. **FLINGS**
4. **VMware Learning Zone**
5. **Certification**
6. **VMware Technical Papers**
7. **VMware YouTube TV Channel**
8. **VMware Testdrive**
   - TestDrive is a fully featured, integrated and globally available product exploration environment provided by VMware for our Partners, Customers and Employees

9. **VMware Twitter**
10. **Facebook**
Learn more about Horizon 7 - Workspace ONE mode at TECH ZONE (2:00)
How to Gather the Facts about Your Current Environment

Our desktop assessment tool helps you prepare for the move to Horizon desktops and applications. Once the assessment is complete, you can design an operational prototype, identify technology and skills gaps, and uncover risks.

What's Included

Cloud-Hosted Assessment
Leverage VMware's FREE self-service platform for comprehensive visibility into your end user environment, infrastructure and applications.

Detailed Metrics & Reporting
Receive detailed analysis through your personalized dashboard. Access and share reports that provide you with the information needed to make informed decisions about next steps.

Deployment Recommendations
Take advantage of solution and deployment and sizing recommendations to best meet your requirements. Get insight into infrastructure and desktop costs to help build the business case.

Our desktop assessment tool helps you prepare for the move to Horizon desktops and applications. Once the assessment is complete, you can design an operational prototype, identify technology and skills gaps, and uncover risks.
• Gather baseline performance data for your end-user environment. Identify the set of criteria that are important to your end users. Application launch times, log-in times and accessibility are important performance benchmarks to consider.
• Understand your current environment, including the various components of technology infrastructure and the internal IT skillset necessary for project readiness.
Learn more about - VMware Cloud Foundation for Horizon
VMware Cloud Foundation

- Horizon 7
- VMware NSX®
- VMware vSAN™
- VMware vSphere®

SDDC Manager
Lern more about - Horizon 7 on VMware Cloud on AWS
Conclusion

Module 1 provided an overview and introduction of

- Horizon 7.x Editions
- What's new in Horizon 7.5
- Horizon 7.5 Product Demo
- Horizon 7.5 Resources

You've finished Module 1

Congratulations on completing Module 1.

If you are looking for additional information on Horizon 7 JMP, try one of these:

- Click on this link
- Or go to https://techzone.vmware.com
- Or use your smart device to scan the QRC Code.

Proceed to any module below which interests you most.

- Module 1 - Horizon Overview and Features (60 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 2 - Horizon Components Explained (90 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 3 - Horizon Basics Tasks (90 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 4 - Horizon (JMP) Just-in-Time Management Platform (90 minutes) (Basic)
How to End Lab

To end your lab click on the **END** button.
Module 2 - Horizon Components Explained (90 minutes)
Introduction

This module contains the following lessons:

• Lesson 1 - Horizon Components and Architecture
• Lesson 2 - Horizon with User Environment Manager
• Lesson 3 - Horizon with App Volumes
• Lesson 4 - Network Virtualization with NSX for Horizon
• Lesson 5 - Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services
• Conclusion

Lab Module List:

Module 1 - Horizon Overview and Features (60 minutes) (Basic)

• Introduction to Horizon 7.5, console walkthrough, current editions explained, what's new and resources to get you started.

Module 2 - Horizon Components Explained (90 minutes) (Basic)

• Horizon with UEM 9.4, App Volumes 2.14, Horizon Cloud on Azure, Horizon on VMC (AWS)

Module 3 - Horizon Basics Tasks (90 minutes) (Basic)

• Horizon basic tasks and features to get you started in under 90 minutes.

Module 4 - Horizon (JMP) Just-in-Time Management Platform (90 minutes) (Basic)

• JMP Server overview and getting started.
Horizon Components and Architecture

VMware Horizon is comprised of industry-leading solutions for all aspects of desktop and application management and delivery.

Throughout this module you will see how these components address specific needs, how they can be combined to provide a comprehensive just-in-time management platform, and how they scale to cover the largest customer demands.

This brief section of the lab is for informational purposes only. There are no associated lab steps.

Horizon Logical Architecture

With the introduction of Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition, VMware is drawing on the best of mobile and the cloud, offering greater simplicity, security, speed, and scale in delivering on-premises virtual desktops and applications with cloud-like economics and elasticity of scale.

Each component of the platform can run independently, and addresses specific needs. For a list of Horizon components, features, and package levels, see module 1 of this lab.

As these components are combined and integrated, they complement each other adding new and unique capabilities.
The Just-in-Time Management Platform (JMP), is the next-generation desktop and application delivery platform.

JMP includes:

- Horizon Instant Clone Technology for rapid desktop provisioning
- App Volumes for streamlined application delivery and lifecycle management
- User Environment Manager technology to manage and persist user settings

JMP allows components of a desktop or RDSH server to be decoupled and managed independently in a centralized manner, yet reconstituted on demand to deliver a personalized user workspace when needed.

JMP is supported with both on-premises and cloud-based Horizon 7 deployments, providing a unified and consistent management platform regardless of your deployment topology.

The JMP approach provides several key benefits, including simplified desktop and RDSH image management, faster delivery and maintenance of applications, and elimination of the need to manage full persistent desktops.

To learn more and to get hands-on experience creating JMP assignments, see Module 4 of this lab.
Designing a Horizon 7 Implementation

One key concept in a Horizon 7 environment design is the use of pods and blocks, which gives you a proven, repeatable and scalable approach.

A **pod** is made up of a group of interconnected Connection Servers that broker desktops and/or published applications.

A pod is divided into multiple **blocks** to provide scalability. Each block is made up of one or more resource vSphere clusters, and each block has its own VMware vCenter Server, Composer server (optional), and VMware NSX Manager (where NSX is being used).
A key component to making Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition truly scalable and able to be deployed across multiple locations, is Cloud Pod Architecture (CPA).

CPA introduces the concept of a **global entitlement** (GE) through joining multiple View pods together into a **federation**. This feature allows you to provide users and groups with a global entitlement that can contain desktop pools or RDSH-published applications from multiple different View pods that are members of this federation construct.

View pods can be in a single datacenter to scale for the largest customers, or spread across the globe to support multi-regional use cases.

To learn more about Horizon Cloud Pod Architecture, see Module 3 of this lab.

**Scaling Maximums**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Pod</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bound by the vCenter Server.  
• Number of virtual machines. | Bound by the Connection Servers.  
• Number of total connections. |
| The number depends on the type used:  
• 5,000 instant-clone VMs (without App Volumes).  
• 4,000 linked-clone or full-clone VMs (without App Volumes).  
• 2,000 VMs if App Volumes AppStacks are attached. | Each Connection Server = 2,000 connections  
Max 7 Connection Servers per Pod.  
• All Connection Servers active.  
• Require N+1  
10,000 per Pod best practice. |

The number of virtual machines (VMs) a block can typically host depends on the type of Horizon 7 VMs used.
A pod can broker up to 20,000 sessions (10,000 recommended), including desktop and RDSH sessions. Multiple pods can be interconnected using Cloud Pod Architecture (CPA) for a maximum of 200,000 sessions. For numbers above that, separate CPAs can be deployed.

For additional details, please review VMware Horizon 7 Sizing Limits and Recommendations.

**Authentication**

One of the methods of accessing Horizon 7 desktops and applications is through VMware Identity Manager. This requires integration between Horizon Connection Servers and VMware Identity Manager using the SAML 2.0 standard to establish mutual trust, which is essential for single sign-on (SSO) functionality.

When SSO is enabled, users who log in to VMware Identity Manager with Active Directory credentials can launch remote desktops and applications without having to go through a second login procedure. If you set up the True SSO feature, users can log in using authentication mechanisms other than AD credentials.

To learn more about Workspace ONE and Identity Manager see lab 1951-01.

**VMware True SSO**

Many user authentication options are available for logging in to VMware Identity Manager or Workspace ONE. Active Directory credentials are only one of these many authentication options.

Ordinarily, using anything other than AD credentials would prevent a user from being able to single-sign-on to a Horizon 7 virtual desktop or published application. After
selecting the desktop or published application from the catalog, the user would be prompted to authenticate again, this time with AD credentials.

**True SSO** provides users with single sign-on to Horizon 7 desktops and applications regardless of the authentication mechanism used. True SSO uses SAML, where Workspace ONE is the Identity Provider (IdP) and the Horizon 7 server is the Service Provider (SP). True SSO generates unique, short-lived certificates to manage the login process. This enhances security because no passwords are transferred within the data center.

**More Information**

To learn more about how to address business requirements and use cases with services constructed by integrating the components of VMware Workspace ONE, including VMware Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition, please review [VMware Workspace ONE and VMware Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition On-premises Reference Architecture](#).
Horizon with User Environment Manager

User Environment Manager provides profile management by capturing and preserving user settings for the operating system and applications.

Unlike traditional application profile management solutions, User Environment Manager does not manage the entire profile. Instead, it captures only settings the administrator specifies.

This approach reduces login and logout time because less data needs to be loaded. The settings can be dynamically applied when a user launches an application, making the login process more asynchronous. User data can be managed through folder redirection.

Introduction to User Environment Manager

With profile and policy management using User Environment Manager capabilities, IT can deliver a persistent experience across any VDI instance or published application.

For example, printer settings, network mappings, desktop backgrounds, and much more can follow the user as they move from virtual instance, to physical, or even cloud-based desktops or apps. Dynamic policies allow IT to trigger policy execution based on context.
User Environment Manager Technical Product Overview - Video (4:32)

To learn more about User Environment Manager, please review the following video. It provides a brief, technical overview of User Environment Manager, and is ideal for viewers looking for an introduction to the product.

User Environment Manager Administration Overview

1. From the desktop on the Main Console double-click User Environment Manager Management Console
Personalization

1. The Management Console defaults to the **Personalization** tab.

User Environment Manager works by abstracting the metadata used to personalize the Windows OS and applications, then dynamically applying these settings when they are needed.

**Application Personalization**

1. Expand the **Applications** tree
VMware User Environment Manager takes a **whitelist approach** to managing the user profile. This means personalization only occurs for applications specified by an administrator.

Given this design approach, IT must define which applications receive personalization up front, but the resulting solution prevents excessive profile growth and profile corruption, enables user settings to roam across Windows versions, and provides IT granular control to manage as much or as little of the user experience as needed.

User Environment Manager contains templates for several popular applications such as Acrobat Reader and Microsoft Office. To create additional templates for your organization's applications, use the **Application Profiler** tool included with User Environment Manager.

To learn more and get hands-on with the Application Profiler, see lab 1951-04.

### Personalization for PaintDotNet

1. **Select PaintDotNet**

The **Import / Export** tab shows the location where PaintDotNet stores its configuration metadata. Like many applications, PaintDotNet uses registry keys to store this metadata. User Environment Manager persist these values from session to session, providing a persistent user experience, even on non-persistent desktops and application servers. Because the amount of data is so small, this process is very fast, providing an excellent user experience.
DirectFlex

1. Select DirectFlex

DirectFlex is a feature that imports the settings of an application when the application is started, rather than during login. This improves the efficiency of the User Environment Manager Client (FlexEngine).

Without DirectFlex, all profile settings are read during login and saved during logout, which can slow down these processes if many settings are configured. If DirectFlex is enabled, application settings are read when an application is started rather than at login. Changes to the settings are saved when the application is closed, instead of when the user logs out. During a user session with DirectFlex enabled, only those applications that are used cause the profile settings to be read or saved.
Predefined Settings

1. Select **Predefined Settings**
2. Double-click **Partially Enforced Settings**
Close Predefined Settings Window

1. Click the drop-down menu for **Type:**
2. Review Predefined Settings options
3. Select the X to close the window

The Predefined Settings **Type** provides granular control over what changes an end user can make to an application. You may provide recommended or **Default Settings** and allow end users to change them. Or, you may choose to **enforce** some or all of the settings.
Confirm Close

1. If prompted, select Yes

Windows Personalization

1. Expand **Windows Settings**

Just as you have the choice of which applications will receive personalization, you can specify which components of the Windows OS to manage.
A number of common Windows Settings such as **Internet Explorer** and **Wallpaper** have already been added to the Management Console for this lab.

Please note that User Environment Manager contains many more Windows Settings templates that can be added to the console such as **Windows 10 Start Menu** and **Windows Explorer and view settings**.

**User Environment**

1. Select **User Environment**

In addition to providing personalization for apps and Windows settings, User Environment Manager provides comprehensive, contextual policy management of your Windows devices.

The following list highlights some of User Environment configuration options:

- **ADMX-based Settings** enables you to import ADMX templates for a variety of applications, providing a streamlined interface and process to manage policies.
• User Environment Manager provides integration with other VMware EUC products through **App Volumes** and **Horizon Smart Policies**.

• **Application Blocking** and **Privilege Elevation** improve your organization's privilege management strategy.

To learn more and get hands-on configuring Horizon Smart Policies, Privilege Elevation, and other User Environment settings, see lab 1951-04.

**Condition Sets**

![Condition Sets](image)

1. Select **Condition Sets**

User Environment Manager provides a rich set of conditions, used to control when and whether to perform various actions. Conditions can be applied to application or Windows OS configuration files, user environment settings, and for application migration.

You can use multiple conditions in various combinations, create condition groups, and import and export **condition sets**.

If you are applying the same combination of conditions to multiple items, you may create a condition set and reference that condition set from those items. If you have to change the conditions afterwards, you only have to modify the condition set, instead of going through all individual items.
Multiple Environments

1. Select the star in the upper-left corner of the management console
2. Select Configure Environments
Close the Configure Environments Window

1. Review the **Environments** configuration
2. Select the X to close the window

VMware User Environment Manager supports scenarios with multiple environments, such as different customers, development, testing, acceptance, production, and separately managed organizational divisions.

When multiple environments are configured in the User Environment Manager Management Console, you can import and export User Environment Manager configuration items between environments. This feature ensures what you validate in test is exactly what gets moved to production.
Helpdesk Support Tool

1. Select the star in the upper-left corner of the management console
2. Select Configure Helpdesk Support Tool

Close the Helpdesk Support Tool Window

1. Select the X to close the window
Helpdesk Support Tool is an optional component of User Environment Manager that does not require extra licensing. It provides capabilities to support and maintain the User Environment Manager profile archives and profile archive backups. Helpdesk Support Tool also provides the total profile archive sizes for a user and an integrated FlexEngine log file viewer, which allows you to analyze the logs in detail.

As a User Environment Manager administrator, you can use Helpdesk Support Tool yourself, or you can make it available to another department that is in charge of providing support in the area of personalization. The Helpdesk Support Tool users are called operators.

**What's New in User Environment Manager 9.4?**

User Environment Manager 9.4 introduced several new features including:

- Argument-based privilege elevation
- De-elevation entries in Windows Event Log
- Horizon Smart Policies for Linux VMs
- New triggered task trigger to improve integration with App Volumes

To learn more about the 9.4 release, including technical demos, please review the following video.
User Environment Manager v9.4 - What's New Technical Overview - Video (9:30)
Horizon with App Volumes

The App Volumes just-in-time application model separates IT-managed applications and application suites into administrator-defined application containers and introduces an entirely different container used for persisting user changes between sessions.

VMware App Volumes is a real-time application delivery system that IT can use to dynamically deliver and manage applications. You do not need to modify desktops or RDS servers to work with App Volumes because applications act as if they were natively installed. The App Volumes solution can be scaled out easily and cost-effectively, without compromising end-user experience. Applications are centrally managed and delivered to desktops through virtual disks.

Introduction to Horizon with App Volumes

App Volumes streamlines delivery and lifecycle management of applications.

1. Apps are abstracted from the OS, and stored in read-only disks called AppStacks. These AppStacks may contain one or many applications. Because of this layer of abstraction, base images used to provision desktop pools need little more than an operating system.
2. AppStacks are attached to VMs during boot or user login, making applications instantly available. A core set of applications can be delivered to desktops during provisioning. As users login, additional AppStacks containing departmental or user specific apps may be attached.
3. AppStacks can be assigned to Active Directory OUs containing computer objects for RDS Hosts. As the hosts are provisioned and powered on, AppStacks are
attached and the apps are available for publishing. As the farm grows, applications are automatically delivered to the new hosts.

**Summary of App Volumes Benefits**

With App Volumes, applications become objects that can be moved easily across data centers or to the cloud and shared with thousands of virtual machines. In a virtual desktop environment, App Volumes provides the following benefits:

**Real-time, dynamic application delivery in virtualized environments**

- Delivers and updates applications and data by using a one-to-many shared delivery model.
- Applications delivered through App Volumes behave as natively installed applications.

**Persistent end-user experience in non-persistent environments**

- Supports fully customizable desktops, allowing end users to install their own applications on writable volumes.
- Invisibly attaches applications to virtual machines, undetected by end users.
- Creates a persistent user experience with the cost savings of a non-persistent architecture.
- Integrates seamlessly with VMware User Environment Manager for even greater control over user persistence.

**Application life-cycle management**

- Manages the application life cycle, from provisioning, delivery, and maintenance, to retirement.
- Speeds up application updates or upgrades and supports easy application replacement.

**Reduced VDI infrastructure costs and improved efficiency**

- Can drive down compute, network, and storage costs by leveraging on-demand delivery of applications in a non-persistent desktop architecture.
- Can be implemented in any supported VMware vSphere datastore.
- Works with existing infrastructure for flexible delivery to users, groups, or devices.
- Enables IT to use the most appropriate storage, including fast storage with high read IOPS, such as VMware vSAN.
- Allows IT administrators to deliver and manage applications in virtual desktops using less storage capacity than they would with Horizon 7 alone.
App Volumes Manager Administration Overview

This section will familiarize you with the App Volumes Manager.

Open Google Chrome

1. From the desktop on the Main Console double-click Google Chrome

Navigate to AppVol-01

1. Select AppVolumes from the bookmarks bar
2. Select AppVol-01
Login as Administrator

1. Username: administrator
2. Password: VMware1!
3. Verify domain: CORP
4. Select Login
The App Volumes Manager dashboard displays information about your implementation, such as license types and usage, utilization statistics, user logins and more.
Volumes Tab - AppStacks

1. Select **Volumes**
2. Select **AppStacks**
3. Expand **Multimedia**

The **Multimedia** AppStack includes two applications: GIMP and VLC Player.

You can bundle applications and data into specialized read-only containers called AppStacks. AppStacks can be assigned to users, groups, or computers, and attached during VM boot or at user login.
AppStacks are designed to be concurrently attached to many VMs. This model streamlines delivery, ensures a standard application configuration, and enables a single change to be immediately distributed across your organization.

Using the App Volumes Manager, you can create, provision, assign, update, edit, delete, and manage AppStacks.

**Review AppStack Details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Created</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
<td>Jun 05 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![AppStack Details](image)

Various information about the AppStack is displayed, such as:

1. The template used to create the AppStack
   - AppStack templates are provided with a default App Volumes installation. You can create custom templates to further optimize your environment as needed.

2. How many times the AppStack has been mounted or attached
   - App Volumes tracks AppStack attachment, and even has a feature to limit the number of concurrent attachments to help manage compliance and software licensing.

3. Options for managing lifecycle of the AppStack
Volumes Tab - Writables

1. Select Writables
2. Click the + to expand the Writable Volume details

Writable Volumes Management Options

1. Using App Volumes Manager, you can create, import, edit, expand, backup/restore and disable Writable Volumes.

With Writable Volumes, you can configure per-user volumes where users can install and configure their own applications and keep the data that is specific to their profile. A
Writable Volume is assigned to a specific user and becomes available to that user from any VM.

A Writable Volume is an empty VMDK or VHD file that you assign to a specific user. It mounts to the VM when the user authenticates to the desktop.

A Writable Volume can contain data such as application settings, user profile, licensing information, configuration files, and user-installed applications.

To get hands-on with Writable Volumes features, including the new backup and restore capabilities, see lab 1951-04.

**Directory Tab - Users**

1. Select **DIRECTORY**
2. Select **Users**

App Volumes uses Active Directory to add domains and assign applications and Writable Volumes to users, groups, computers, and Organizational Units (OUs).

App Volumes automatically syncs with Active Directory at routine intervals, as users are added, removed, or modified. You can optionally sync users manually from the App Volumes Manager.
Directory Tab - Computers

1. Select **Computers**
2. Review the list of computers

Each machine with the App Volumes agent installed will be visible in the App Volumes Manager **Computers** tab.
Infrastructure Tab - Storages

1. Select **INFRASTRUCTURE**
2. Select **Storages**
3. Expand **ESX04a-Local**

You can view a list of available datastores from App Volumes Manager.

App Volumes 2.14 introduces support for shared physical datastores (storage) across multiple vCenter Servers that are used to connect to the datastore.

A non-shared datastore, by contrast is not visible across multiple vCenter Servers. This storage might be a local storage or a LUN accessible to only one vCenter Server.
1. Select **ACTIVITY**
2. Select **Activity Log**
3. Review Activity Log entries

The Activity Logs contains entries for users, computer, sync operations, and more.
Activity Tab - Troubleshooting

1. Select **Troubleshooting**
2. Select **Create**

Create Troubleshooting Archive

1. Select **Create**

You can create a **Troubleshooting Archive** by selecting some or all of log files for the App Volumes components. The Archive can be downloaded
Review Troubleshooting Archive

1. Expand the **ZIP** file that was created
2. Review the Troubleshooting Archive details
Configuration Tab - AD Domains

1. Select **CONFIGURATION**
2. Select **AD Domains**
3. Expand **corp.local**

App Volumes uses Active Directory for AppStack and Writable Volume assignments.
Configuration Tab - Admin Roles

1. Select **Admin Roles**
2. Select **Manage Roles**

App Volumes 2.14 introduced role-based access control for App Volumes administrators.
Manage Roles

App Volumes Manager provides several predefined, built-in roles.

Use these built-in roles or create custom roles, and assign them to Active Directory groups. All users within the group will inherit the privileges that have been defined for the role.

VMware App Volumes Feature Review

To learn more about AppStack Attachment Limits and other features that were introduced in App Volumes 2.13, please review the following video.
What's New in App Volumes 2.14?

App Volumes 2.14 introduced several new features:

**New Security Controls**

- Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
- Windows “FIPS Mode” Compatible Agent

**Writable Volume Agility**

- Support for Shared Datastores
- Move, Backup, and Restore Writable Volumes
- Outlook and Windows Search Indexing Persistence

**Scale, Performance and Alignment**
• Asynchronous Mounting / vCenter Throttling
• Auto-Detect vSphere version – AVM_PROTECT_VOLUMES
• Windows 10 SAC Alignment
• SQL Express for POCs

To learn more about the 2.14 release, including technical demos, please review the following video.

NSX for Horizon

VMware NSX Data Center is the network virtualization platform for the Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC), providing network-based services such as security, virtualization networking, routing, and switching in a single platform. These capabilities are delivered for the applications within a data center, regardless of the underlying physical network and without the need to modify the application.

NSX provides key benefits to the Horizon 7 infrastructure components and the desktop environments.

This brief section of the lab is for informational purposes only. There are no associated lab steps.

NSX Security Functions for Horizon 7

NSX provides value for a number of use cases such as improving security, providing automation, and enabling multi-cloud networking. The following highlights the value of implementing Horizon 7 with NSX.

- **Protects VDI infrastructure**
  NSX secures inter-component communication among the management components of a Horizon 7 infrastructure.

- **Protects desktop pool VM communication with enterprise applications**
  Virtual desktops contain applications that allow users to connect to various enterprise applications inside the data center. NSX secures and limits access to applications inside the data center from each desktop.

- **Provides user-based access control**
  NSX allows user-level identity-based micro-segmentation for the Horizon 7 desktops. This enables fine-grained access control and visibility for each desktop based on the individual user.
NSX and Horizon 7 Design Overview

The NSX platform consists of several components that make up the overall architecture. A highly scalable NSX infrastructure design is typically split into two clusters to create fault domains: the compute cluster and the management cluster. In a Horizon 7 design, however, we also have a desktop cluster.

- The management cluster provides resources for the Horizon 7 and NSX management servers.
- The compute cluster provides compute hosts for the server data center environment.
- The desktop cluster provides resources for building out VDI and RDSH servers for the Horizon 7 environment.

As is shown in the diagram, the server domain is separated from the desktop domain. The server domain houses the Horizon 7, NSX, and vCenter Server management components. The desktop domain houses the desktop and RDSH pools and server farms, along with the NSX Manager and vCenter Server for the desktop cluster.

Key Use Case - Micro-Segmentation

The concept of micro-segmentation takes network segmentation, typically done with physical devices such as routers, switches, and firewalls at the data center level, and applies the same services at the individual workload (or desktop) level, independent of network topology.

NSX and its Distributed Firewall feature are used to provide a network-least-privilege security model using micro-segmentation for traffic between workloads within the data center. NSX provides firewalling services, within the vSphere ESXi hypervisor kernel, where every virtual workload gets a stateful firewall at the virtual network card of the workload. This firewall provides the ability to apply extremely granular security policies.
to isolate and segment workloads regardless of and without changes to the underlying physical network infrastructure.

To learn more about Horizon integration with NSX, see the [VMware Workspace ONE and VMware Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition On-premises Reference Architecture](#).
Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services

Through a strategic partnership, VMware Horizon 7 can now be deployed on Amazon Web Services.

This brief section of the lab is for informational purposes only. There are no associated lab steps.

Introduction to VMware Cloud on AWS

VMware Cloud on AWS is an on-demand service that enables you to run applications across vSphere-based cloud environments with access to a broad range of AWS services. Powered by VMware Cloud Foundation, this service integrates vSphere, vSAN and NSX along with VMware vCenter management, and is optimized to run on dedicated, elastic, bare-metal AWS infrastructure.

With VMware Hybrid Cloud Extension, customers can easily and rapidly perform large-scale bi-directional migrations between on-premises and VMware Cloud on AWS environments.

With the same architecture and operational experience on-premises and in the cloud, IT teams can now quickly derive instant business value from use of the AWS and VMware hybrid cloud experience.

To learn more about how you can deliver vSphere-based, Consistent Hybrid Operating Environments on AWS Cloud, visit VMware Cloud on AWS.
Introduction to Horizon on AWS

With VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services the full Software Defined Data Center (vSphere with VSAN and NSX) is delivered as a cloud service on bare metal Amazon hardware.

Inside this cloud datacenter you can deploy any application, including Horizon 7.5, without needing to worry about maintaining vSphere components.

This service can scale elastically, is available on demand and in datacenters around the globe.

Use Cases for Horizon 7 on AWS

By installing Horizon 7 inside VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services multiple use cases are enabled:
• Expand your on-premises Horizon footprint without a lengthy hardware purchase and install and configure process.
• Co-locate virtual desktops or RDS hosts near latency-sensitive applications in the cloud.
• Leverage the elastic capacity as a cost-effective way to provide disaster recovery and business continuity for on-premises deployments.
• Provide temporary desktops to external developers or contractors.
• Quick-start a proof of concept Horizon project by not having to wait for any hardware purchase, install or configuration of vSphere.

**VMware Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on AWS Technical Overview**

The following video provides and overview of the new Horizon 7 v7.5 feature that enables IT to run Horizon 7 on the VMware Cloud on AWS. It includes a walkthrough of the SDDC deployment on VMware Cloud on AWS and a demo of the user experience.

To learn more about Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on AWS, please review the following video.
More Information

To get hands-on with Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on AWS, see lab 1951-04 Module 6.
Conclusion

Module 2 provided an overview and introduction of

- Horizon Components and Architecture
- Horizon with User Environment Manager
- Horizon with App Volumes
- NSX for Horizon
- Horizon 7 with VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services

You've finished Module 2

Congratulations on completing Module 2.

If you are looking for additional information on Horizon, try one of these:

- Click on this link
- Or go to https://techzone.vmware.com
- Or use your smart device to scan the QRC Code.

Proceed to any module below which interests you most.

- Module 1 - Horizon Overview and Features (60 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 2 - Horizon Components Explained (90 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 3 - Horizon Basics Tasks (90 minutes) (Basic)
- Module 4 - Horizon (JMP) Just-in-Time Management Platform (90 minutes) (Basic)
How to End Lab

To end your lab click on the **END** button.
Module 3 - Horizon Basic Tasks (90 minutes)
Introduction

Welcome to Module 3 of the VMware Hands on Labs Horizon 7 Enterprise Getting Started. This lab will provide a hands on high level overview of the following subjects:

- Preparing a Virtual Desktop
- Desktop Instant Clones Linked Clones and Full Clone Pools.
- Server Farms RDS Desktops and Application Pools
- Entitling Desktops and Application Pools
- Horizon Clients Performance Tracker and Help Desk
- Role Based Delegation
- Cloud Pod Architecture Overview
Preparing a Virtual Desktop

This module will provide a high level overview of the steps necessary to prepare a virtual desktop image for deployment.

Golden Master Images

The virtual desktop/golden master images are a critical part of your infrastructure.

When building out a Horizon environment, it is imperative to start with a clean base image. VMware’s best practices recommend building these golden master images from scratch with an .iso. This assures you will be starting with a clean and purpose built for a Horizon environment. This eliminates the risks associated with inheriting “ghosts” in the code or residual bits and settings from attempting to uninstall un-necessary applications, drivers, and agents while trying to “clean-up” an existing corporate image. In most cases, more time is wasted trying to clean up an existing image or troubleshooting the cause of poor performance/end user experience than it would have taken to build the golden images cleanly from scratch.
SNAPSHOTS

During the process of building out the golden master desktop image, it is a good idea to take many snapshots along the way. This allows you to revert to a previous state of the build should something go wrong without having to start from scratch.

Master Image Decisions

When creating golden master images you will be faced with some of the following decisions.

- Linked Clones or Instant Clone Desktop (stateless Deployed from a Snapshot)
- Full Clone Desktops (Deployed from Template)
- Linux, Windows 10, Windows 7, 32/64 bit
- Hardware accelerated graphics
- Application rationalization what applications should be incorporated into the base golden image (Office, 7-Zip, Chrome, Firefox etc..) What applications can or should be delivered via RDSH or AppVolumes/ ThinApp.

Taking the necessary time and perform the pre-analysis and create a plan should provide a clearer picture of how many golden master images you might need to build and maintain to achieve your business requirements. It will also show at which point you should clone the state of the image so you can branch off to create golden masters for the other required use cases (instant clones, linked clones, full clones, GRID enabled etc.)

The process is identical whether you are building out Server 201x for RDSH/Apps, or Windows 7/10 images.

Anti-Virus Considerations

Once the operating system is built, patched, and base common applications are installed to your company’s standards, careful consideration should be made when choosing and installing an anti-virus/malware solution. Make sure to adhere to the vendor’s recommended best practices. If you are installing an agent based Anti-Virus solution instead of a hypervisor based solution, check with the software vendor for the proper recommendations. Many of the vendors have a list of steps necessary to sanitize the golden master image before deployment, avoiding future complications with the Anti-Virus management console or installed in guest agent. VMware also has some general recommended best practices exclusions and configurations for most all Anti-Virus solutions to consider. These recommendations can impact end user experience/performance if not adhered to. The links below are a good starting point to review when deploying an Anti-Virus strategy in your Horizon environment.

VMware Anti-Virus Considerations in Horizon 7
Once all golden master image base applications have been installed and validated, the next step is to optimize the image. Optimization insures the best desktop performance by disabling wasteful resource consuming unessential features and services providing the best end user experience possible.

For optimization, VMware has a graphical utility that you can download to simplify the optimization process. The link below is to the VMware OS optimization tool.

**VMware Desktop Optimization Tool (OSOT)**

For every optimization you perform on the desktop golden master image, the savings is cumulative (if you save 1% CPU or RAM across 1,000 desktops that is clearly a significant amount of resources that can be purposed for additional desktops in the environment.

It is highly recommended before starting the optimization process to take a snapshot of the desktop image in its current state. This way if an application breaks due to an optimization setting or disabled service the tool makes, you can revert back to the default un-optimized state until the offending setting can be found and excluded from the optimization process. It is also a good idea to read through the optimization settings...
and proposed changes. If you see any optimizations that you know will conflict with applications or end user experience you can proactively un-check the optimization so it is not removed in the optimization process.

**POST OPTIMIZATION CONFIGURATIONS**

Once the image is configured, optimized and validated there are some post configurations and clean up that should be done. First step is to remove any unnecessary hardware (Floppy Disk, CDROMs, Serial Ports etc.) After, there are a few advanced settings that should be configured as well. Take an additional snapshot and shutdown the desktop to start.

**Hands On Lab Experience Post Optimization Configuration**

This hands on experience will show you how to complete the post optimization processes.

**LAUNCH GOOGLE CHROME**

1. Launch **Google Chrome**.

**Open vCenter Region A**
1. Click on **vCenter folder**.
2. Select **RegionA vSphere Client (HTML)**

## Login vCenter

1. **User Name**: administrator@corp.local.
2. **Password**: VMware1!
3. Click **Login**.
1. Right Click the VM **base-W10-1709-x64-01**.
2. **Snapshots**.
3. Click **Take Snapshot**.

**SNAPSHOT-NAME**

**Take Snapshot**

1. **Pre-Optimize Snap**
2. **OK**
1. In the **Name:** Box Type a Unique Snapshot Name
2. Click **OK.**

**EDIT SETTINGS**

1. Right Click **base-W10-1709-x64-01.**
2. Click on **Edit Settings.**

**Remove CD DRIVE**

1. Click on the **X** to remove the CD/DVD drive (also you would remove the floppy and any serial ports in the same manner if applicable)
Verify CD ROM Will Be Removed

1. Verify **Device Will Be Removed**.
2. Click **VM Options** Tab.

SET BOOT TO BIOS

1. Expand the **Boot Options** menu.
2. Check the box that says **Force BIOS setup**.
DISABLE LOGGING

1. Scroll down to Advanced and expand.
2. Uncheck Enable Logging.

EDIT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

1. Scroll Down to Configuration Parameters and click Edit Configuration. (This is not always necessary depending on your use case. In this example when using the Horizon Direct Connect Agent, to configure a GRID enabled desktop you would need to add the advanced option `svga.ScreenDMA` with a value of TRUE.

ADD CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

1. To add a Parameter Click the Add Configuration Params Button.
ADD CONFIGURATION VALUE

1. Under the Name Heading add svga.ScreenDMA
2. Under the Value Heading add the value TRUE
3. Click OK to save changes and exit.

CONFIRM CLOSE EDIT SETTINGS

1. Click OK to close Edit Settings and exit.
POWER THE DESKTOP IMAGE ON

1. Right click on base-W10-1709-x64-01
2. Click Power.
3. Click Power On to power the desktop back on for final configuration and optimization. The machine should have booted to the PhoenixBIOS Setup.

OPEN CONSOLE SESSION

1. Right click base-w10-1709-x64-01.
2. Click Open Remote Console.
CONFIRM OPEN CONSOLE

1. Click on Open VMware Remote Console to Continue.

CONFIGURE BIOS SETTINGS

1. Use the Right arrow to move over to the Advanced BIOS menu.
I/O DEVICE CONFIGURATION MENU

1. Using the down arrow key, move down to the I/O Device Configuration option and press Enter.

DISABLE DEVICES

1. Using the Space Bar and arrow keys set all Serial, Parallel, and Floppy disk controllers to Disabled as shown.
2. Press the Escape (ESC) key to get back to the root menu.
SET BOOT ORDER

1. Use the Right Arrow Key to the **Boot** Menu
2. Use the Down Arrow Key to Highlight **Hard Drive**, Press the (**shift** and + key) to move Hard Drive to the first boot Device.
3. Press Escape (**ESC**) key twice to exit and save changes prompt.

CONFIRM EXIT SAVING CHANGES

1. Press **Enter** to confirm to Save and Exit.
LOGON AS ADMINISTRATOR

1. Watch for a clean boot and logon as corp\administrator.
2. Password VMware1!

LAUNCH A COMMAND PROMPT

1. From the desktop launch a Command Prompt
FLUSH DNS RELEASE IP ADDRESS REBOOT

In the command prompt issue the following commands.

1. `ipconfig /flushdns`
2. `ipconfig /release`
3. `shutdown /p`

Close REMOTE CONSOLE WINDOW

1. Click on the red X to close the remote console window.
2. Close all Chrome browser sessions and clients to return to the desktop.

FINAL STEPS

At this point your golden master image is ready to be cloned. You would create as many clones as you need for the number of golden master images you need. (Instant Clones, Linked Clones, Full Clones, Graphics Accelerated etc.) Before cloning delete all outstanding snapshots. These clones should be named accordingly to their purpose and booted 1 by 1 re-named/joined to the domain with their new name to insure uniqueness when powered on.
Now that you have a clean master image, you can configure for your use cases. The View agent is only capable of being installed in full clone (Template) mode, Instant Clone, or Linked Clone mode. Instant clones are the method of choice going forward for several reasons. They are stateless just like linked clones, but are not dependent on Composer server and a SQL database (eliminating a single point of failure in your architecture and an additional SQL database instance to provision, backup, and maintain.

**View Agent Installation**

The order of installation for the Horizon View agent(s) is quite important. Failure to install the agents in the correct order can lead to poor performance or black screens upon connection to the desktop.

The reference KB can be found [here](#).

The proper order is as follows:

- Hypervisor Tools “VMware Tools”
- *Install the “View Agent” This has several options depending on use case (Linked Clone mode, or Instant Clone mode) for full clones leave both unchecked. Also we do not recommend installing the vROPS for View agent bundled with the View agent. It becomes stale quite quickly. It is better off to install the vROPS agent downloaded with the vROPS software version you are currently running to avoid any conflicts. Also install or remove USB redirection, Folder redirection, Skype for Business, and RTAV (Real Time Audio Video) as deemed necessary. It is recommended not to install the Scanner Redirection agent option as it can significantly reduce the performance to the end users and needlessly consume a significant amount of resources.
- Install UEM agent Simple installation (if applicable)
- Install Correct Version of vROPS agent (if applicable)
- Install AppVolumes agent (if applicable)
- Reboot and validate machine comes without any errors.

Once this golden master image has been validated, (for instant and linked clones only) take a snapshot to be used as the reference point in time to deploy your stateless desktop pools. It’s usually a good idea to use the comments section to document changes, time, date fixes etc. for future reference.

**CONCLUSION**

This concludes the Preparing a Virtual Desktop Lab.
Instant Clones Linked Clones and Full Clone Pools

The section of the lab will provide an overview of Horizon Pools.

Desktop Pools

There are many types of desktop pools that can be created to suit most any use case you may have.

A Horizon desktop pool is a collection of desktops that users can select when they log in using a Horizon client or web browser. A pool can be created based on a subset of users, such as engineering or payroll, but this is not explicitly required.

The goal when creating pools should be to abstract the end user's profile and applications from the desktop. Stateless desktops streamline operations from provisioning and upgrading, to high availability and disaster recovery.

VMware provides several tools to help get your environment as stateless as possible.

Dedicated-Assignment:

Each user is assigned a specific desktop and uses the same one at each logon. Dedicated assignment pools require a 1:1 desktop to user mapping.

Floating-Assignment:

Using floating assignment pools lets you create a pool of desktops that can be used by many users. The desktop used can be immediately deleted after logoff and re-created as needed. This configuration can offer the best security and most efficient use of storage.

TYPES OF POOLS

There are two types of pools.

Automated:

Automated desktop pools use a vCenter virtual machine template or snapshot to create new desktops. The machines can be created when the pool is created or on demand based on utilization. Automated pools support the following Instant Clones, Linked Clones, vCenter virtual machines, Blast and PCoIP.

Manual:
Manual desktop pools are a collection of existing vCenter Server VMs, physical computers, or 3rd party virtual machines.

You can also specify how users are assigned desktops in a pool.

**POOL ASSIGNMENTS**

You can also specify how users are assigned desktops in a pool

**Dedicated-Assignment:**

Each user is assigned a specific desktop and uses the same one at each logon. Dedicated assignment pools require a 1:1 desktop to user mapping.

**Floating-Assignment:**

Using floating assignment pools lets you create a pool of desktops that can be used by many users. The desktop used can be immediately deleted after logoff and re-created as needed. This configuration can offer the best security and most efficient use of storage.

**STATEFUL AND STATELESS POOLS**

When and where to use stateful or stateless desktops is a decision made based on business requirements and intended business use case.

**Stateless Desktops:**

Stateless desktops provide many advantages over stateful. These benefits include: Lower storage cost, easier to maintain or upgrade and patch, no need to back up the virtual desktops as they are normally destroyed when the user logs off. It makes disaster recovery much simpler when you abstract the user personalized profile data/ settings and applications from the desktops. When architected properly end users should not care or even have to know where their desktop is running. Additional tools such as UEUser Environment Manager, and App Volumes make this entirely possible.

**Stateful Desktops:**

Stateful or persistent desktops require the equivalent of conventional physical desktops. They are treated like any other physical desktop would be but are physically secured in a datacenter running on server class hardware. Stateful desktops require backing up, updates, applications installed like any other physical desktop. They can be centrally managed by tools like SCCM but still are subjected to backing up user data and state somewhere externally. The recovery time is also a consideration to restore should a virus or corruption occur. Stateful desktops consume more storage than stateless desktops as well.
INSTANT CLONES

For stateless desktop use cases you can choose between Linked Clones and Instant Clones.

When instant clones first came out, there were several features that linked clones had that were not available to instant clones. Since that time and VMware product updates, Instant Clones actually have a few additional features that Linked Clones do not have. Instant clones require only a different selection when installing the View agent into the golden master (Instant clone or linked clone) there is no additional server or database requirement to use instant clones other than having the correct agent installed. You may not install both agents (instant and linked clones) on the same desktop as they are mutually exclusive of each other. If you choose to do both it will require 2 separate golden master images. Some of the new features in Horizon 7.5 for instant clones are the Instant Clone API for automated desktop pool creation and deployment, the ability to choose multiple vLANs (port groups) for deployment of pools, and NVIDIA Grid hardware vGPU enabled desktops can also be created as linked clone instances. One of the few tradeoffs for using instant clones is each host running instant clone desktops requires a powered-on parent desktop instance. This parent VM has the same CPU and RAM consumption as the linked clones and should be factored into the host capacity when sizing hosts.

LINKED CLONES

Linked Clones are dependent upon a Windows 201x server and SQL database to run the Composer service. Composer is the mechanism used to create and manage the linked clone desktops. Linked clones allowed desktop pools to be created off of a snap shot (point in time) and deployed. This is still a supported method of creating stateless desktops, however it is being used less often because of the requirements and single points of failure (SQL database and Composer server). Most deployments are leveraging Instant Clones over Linked clones due to new additional features and less resource consumption.

FULL CLONES

Full clone desktops are clones deployed from a template desktop in vCenter. The full clone desktops are treated like physical desktops as user data and applications are stored on these desktops. They do not share the same storage saving benefits that linked or instant clone desktops have. Full clone desktops due to their stateful nature can make things like backup and DR more challenging.
In this lab we will be walking through the steps needed to create an Instant Clone desktop pool.

**LAUNCH GOOGLE CHROME**

Launch Google Chrome.

**CONNECT TO HORIZON VIEW MANAGER 01**

1. Click on Horizon Folder.
2. Click on Horizon-01-Admin.
LOGON AS ADMINISTRATOR

1. Logon with Administrator.
2. Password is VMware1!
3. Click Log In.

OPEN DESKTOP POOLS

1. Expand the Catalog menu.
2. Click on Desktop Pools.
**ADD NEW POOL**

1. Click **Add** this will start the add desktop pool wizard.

**AUTOMATED DESKTOP POOL**

1. Select **Automated Desktop Pool**.
2. Click **Next**.
CHOOSE FLOATING

1. Choose **Floating**.
2. Click **Next**.

IGNORE POPUP

VCENTER INSTANT CLONES

1. Select **Instant Clones**.
2. Click **Next**.

POOL NAME

1. In the ID field type **MyPool**.
2. In the Display Name field type **MyPool**.
3. Click **Next**.
1. Review the desktop pool settings but leave defaults and click **Next** to continue.

**POOL NAMING PATTERN**

1. Type a name pattern in the **Naming Pattern** Blank. **MyPool-{n:fixed=2}** the 2 indicates to add 2 numbers to the name of the server being deployed. The first
server would be named MyPool-00, 01,02...05. You can change the 2 to a 3 or 4 depending on naming convention requirements.

2. **Max Number of Machines** set to 1.
3. Click **Next**.

### STORAGE OPTMIZATION

1. Click **Next** to continue.
BROWSE PARENT VM

1. Click **Browse** to browse to the parent VM.

SELECT PARENT VM

1. Click on **base-w10-1709-x64-01** base image.
2. Click **OK**.

BROWSE SNAPSHOT

1. Click **Browse** to browse for the snapshot.
CHOOSE SNAPSHOT

1. Click on **IC Desktop Base HoL2019** snapshot.
2. Click **OK**.

BROWSE FOLDER LOCATION

1. Click **Browse** to browse to the folder location for the clones.

SELECT FOLDER
1. Click on **Discovered Virtual Machine**.
2. Click **OK**.

**BROWSE CLUSTER**

1. Click **Browse** to browse clusters.

**CHOOSE CLUSTER**

1. Click on **RegionA01-IC01**.
2. Click **OK**.

**BROWSE RESOURCE POOL**

1. Click **Browse** on resource pool.
CHOOSE RESOURCE POOL

1. Click on RegionA01-IC01.
2. Click OK.

BROWSE DATASTORES

1. Click Browse to browse datastores.

CHOOSE DATASTORE

1. Check the ESX04a-Local datastore.
2. Click **OK**.

**IGNORE WARNING**

![Warning popup image]

1. Click **OK** to ignore the warning popup.

**CONTINUE SETTINGS**

![Continue settings image]

1. Click **Next** to Continue.
1. Leave all default settings click **Next**.

COMPLETE POOL
1. Click **Finish** to complete the pool.

**VALIDATE INSTANT CLONE POOL CREATED**

![Image showing Desktop Pools with MyPool highlighted]

1. Validate **MyPool** pool was created. This concludes the Instant Clone Pool deployment lab.

**Application Pools and Published Desktop Pools**

When creating an application pool or published desktop pool you must specify only one farm. The RDS hosts in a farm can host published desktops, applications, or both. A farm can support at most one published desktop pool, but it can support many application pools.

**CREATING APPLICATION POOLS**

This section will focus on how to create application pools.

**OPEN APPLICATION POOLS**

![Image showing Catalog menu with Application Pools highlighted]

1. Expand the **Catalog** menu.
2. Click on Application Pools.

ADD NEW APPLICATION POOL

1. Click **Add** this will start the add application pool wizard.
1. In the drop down box verify RDS Farm - **RDSH-01** is selected.
2. Choose **Character Map** and **Math Input Panel** applications by checking the boxes.
3. Click **Next** to continue.
1. Uncheck the **Entitle Users after this wizard finishes** checkbox.
2. If you need to rename your applications for your end users that is displayed when launching applications, you would change this under the **DISPLAY NAME** and **ID** fields.
3. Click to **Finish** to the application pool deployment process.
VALIDATE APPLICATION POOL

1. Verify that the **Character_Map** and **Math_Input_Panel** application pools are present.

Hands on Lab Experience Creating an RDS Desktop Pool.

In this lab we will be creating an RDS desktop pool.

OPEN DESKTOP POOLS

1. Expand the **Catalog** menu.
2. Click on **Desktop Pools**.
ADD RDS POOL

1. Click **Add** this will start the add desktop pool wizard.

RDS DESKTOP POOL

1. Select **RDS Desktop Pool**.
2. Click **Next**.
NAME RDS POOL

1. Type **MyRDSPool** for the pool ID.
2. Type **MyRDSPool** for the Display Name.
3. Click **Next**.

VALIDATE SETTINGS

1. Leave all default options click **Next**.
SELECT FARM

1. Click on **RDSH-01** Farm.
2. Click **Next**.

FINISH RDS POOL

1. Review RDSH Pool settings.
2. Click **Finish** to complete the RDS pool deployment process.
VALIDATE RDS POOL CREATION

1. Verify the *MyRDSPool* was created.

This concludes the RDSH Desktop Pool Deployment Lab.

Application and RDS Farms

In order to be able to create RDS Desktops or Publish applications you will need to create RDS farms. An RDS farm is a collection of RDS servers that serve up RDS virtual desktops or that have the same applications installed to provide published applications. You can use full clones, instant clones, or linked clones for this. You also can use physical servers if desired.

Automated Farm:

An automated farm can support Instant Clones, vCenter Virtual Machines, Microsoft RDS Hosts and Linked Clones.

Manual Farm:

vCenter Virtual Machines, Physical Servers, and Microsoft RDS Hosts.

Hands on Lab Experience RDS / Application Farm

This lab will show how you create RDS/Application server farms in View Manager. This process uses Instant Clone servers. Many of the same steps are used in creating Instant Clone desktop pools.
OPEN FARMS

1. Expand the Resources menu.
2. Click on Farms.

ADD FARM

1. Click Add to begin adding a server farm node.
AUTOMATED FARM

1. Select Automated Farm.
2. Click Next.

IGNORE WARNING

1. Click Ignore on the More Information popup to continue.
1. Verify **Instant Clones** is selected.
2. Click **Next**.
1. In the ID field type **MyFarm** as the name for your server farm. Review the possible far settings. These will set the farm’s personality and function. Accept defaults.
2. Click **Next**.
1. Type a name pattern in the **Naming Pattern** Blank. \texttt{FARM-\{n:fixed=2\}} the 2 indicates to add 2 numbers to the name of the server being deployed. The first server would be named FARM-00, 01, 02,...05. You can change the 2 to a 3 or 4 depending on naming convention requirements.

2. **Max Number of Machines** set to 1.

3. Click **Next**.
1. Leave the Storage Policy Management defaults and click **Next**.

**BROWSE PARENT VM**

1. Click **Browse** on **Parent VM in vCenter**.
CHOOSE PARENT VM

1. Click on **base-RDS-01**.
2. Click **OK**.

BROWSE SNAPSHOT

1. On the **Snapshot** field click **Browse**.
CHOOSE SNAPSHOT

1. Click on **AppVolAgentInstalled** snapshot.
2. Click **OK**.

BROWSE FOLDER

1. On the **VM Folder Location** click **Browse**.
**CHOOSE FOLDER**

1. Click on **Discovered Virtual Machines**.
2. Click **OK**.

**BROWSE CLUSTER**

1. Click **Browse** on the **Cluster** setting.
CHOOSE CLUSTER

1. Click on RegionA01-IC01.
2. Click OK.

BROWSE RESOURCE POOL

**CHOOSE RESOURCE POOL**

1. Click on **RegionA01-IC01** resource pool.
2. Click **OK**.

**BROWSE DATASTORES**

1. Click **Browse** to browse **Datastores**.
CHOOSE DATASTORE

1. **Check** the **ESX04a-Local** datastore.
2. **Click OK**.

CONTINUE PAST WARNING

1. You can safely ignore the warning this is because we are using local storage for Instant Clones. **Click OK** to continue.
BROWSE NETWORKS

1. Under Networks click Browse.

CHOOSE NETWORKS

1. **Uncheck** the Use Network From Current Parent VM Image checkbox.
2. Choose networks (Instant Clones allow multiple port groups, VLANs and Subnets.) Select any of the networks you want to.
3. Click OK.
**REVIEW SETTINGS**

1. Verify settings and Click **Next**.

**OU/DOMAIN OPTIONS**

1. Leave the default settings and click **Next**.
FINISH RDS FARM CREATION

1. Click **FINISH** to complete the RDS Farm creation.

VALIDATE RDS FARM CREATED

1. Verify **MyFarm** Instant Clone Farm was created. Please close all browser sessions or open clients to return back to the desktop.

This concludes the Farm Creation Hands on Lab.
Entitling Pools and Applications

Once you have created your desktop pools, RDS host desktops, and application pools, the next step is to provide access to the end users. The process to add users or groups to pools is quite simple. You can add Active Directory users or Groups. We normally recommend adding groups to entitlements and then adding users to the groups. This simplifies administration and can prevent users from continuing to have access to desktops and application pools that they might not require any more (change in role etc.)

LAUNCH GOOGLE CHROME

1. Launch Google Chrome.

LAUNCH HORIZON MANAGER

1. Click on the Horizon Folder.
2. Click on Horizon-01-Admin to launch Horizon Manager.
LOGIN

1. Username: administrator
2. Password: VMware1!
3. Click Log In.

OPEN DESKTOP POOLS

1. Expand Catalog.
2. Click on Desktop Pools.
SELECT POOL / ADD ENTITLEMENT

1. Click on **IC-Pool1**
2. Click on the **Entitlements** Drop down
3. Click on **Add Entitlement**

ADD ENTITLEMENT

1. Click on **Add** to start adding an entitlement.
FIND ACTIVE DIRECTORY GROUP

1. Uncheck Users checkbox.
2. Type abig in the Name/Username search box.
3. Click Find wait for enumeration.
4. Click on ABigTelCo Cloud Org Administrators group.
5. Click OK.
VALIDATE GROUP NAME

1. Verify the **ABigTelCo Cloud Org Administrators** group is displayed.
2. Click **OK**.

ENUMERATE POOL

1. Double Click on the Pool **IC-Pool1**.

The entitlement process works the same on every type of pool Desktop, Application, RDSH.
Lets validate that we actually have entitled our pool.

**CHOOSE ENTITLEMENTS**

1. Click on the **Entitlements** Tab

**VERIFY GROUP ADDED**

1. Verify the ABigTelCo Cloud Org Administrators group is listed and entitled from.

Entitlement Verification Completed.
To remove an entitlement from a pool follow the same process.

1. From the entitlements window Click on *ABigTelCo Cloud Org Administrators* group.

   **REMOVE ENTITLEMENT**

   1. Click Remove *Entitlement*.
CONFIRM REMOVAL

1. Click **OK** to confirm entitlement removal.

VALIDATE GROUP REMOVAL

1. Validate **ABigTelCo Cloud Org Administrators** was successfully removed from **IC-Pool1**.

This completes the Remove Entitlement Lab. Please close all browsers to return to the desktop.
Horizon Clients Performance Tracker and Help Desk

Hands on Lab Experience Horizon Client for Windows

There are several methods to access Horizon View Desktops and Applications. The most popular and widely used is the Horizon View Client. This client is installed on the end point of choice and pointed to the Horizon View environment. The user logs in and is presented with the desktops and or applications they are entitled to. The full client provides the most features and best end user experience possible.

VMware Horizon client supports most all modern Operating System Platforms.

LAUNCH HORIZON DESKTOP CLIENT

1. From the Desktop Launch the Horizon Client.
**CHOOSE CONNECTION SERVER**

1. Click on `horizon-01.corp.local`.

**LOGON**

1. Logon with Username `user2mod3`.
2. Password `VMware1!`
3. Click `Login`.

**LAUNCH APPLICATION**
1. These are the applications and desktops you are entitled to. Click on one to launch and test the application or desktop.

CLOSE APPLICATION

1. Try the application and click the red X to close the application.

LAUNCH INSTANT CLONE DESKTOP

1. Click on **Instant Clone Pool** to launch a Desktop.
VALIDATE DESKTOP FUNCTION

1. Once the desktop appears test the desktop disconnect from view the View Client.

DISCONNECT FROM DESKTOP

1. Click on the X to disconnect from the desktop session.

CONFIRM DISCONNECT

1. Click OK to confirm.
DISCONNECT FROM VIEW

1. Click the **Disconnect plug** to disconnect.

CONFIRM DISCONNECT

1. Click **OK** to confirm disconnect from server.

CLOSE VIEW CLIENT

1. Click the red **X** to close the View Client.

This concludes the Horizon Client Lab
Hands On Lab Experience HTML5 Client

The HTML5 Blast client requires only a modern web browser to work and provide access to the end user desktops and applications they are entitled to. It does not require any configuration or installation. You point the web browser to the View environment URL and launch HTML5 client. You will see a list of the desktops and applications you are entitled to. Simply click to launch these desktops or applications in a web browser. The HTML5 Blast client is evolving and catching up with the full client over time. Each View release incorporates more features and fixes as well as a better end user experience.

LAUNCH GOOGLE CHROME

1. Launch Google Chrome.

CONNECT WITH HTML5 WEB CLIENT

1. Type https://uag-01.corp.local in the URL box to connect to Horizon via UAG and using HTML5 client.

1. Click on the VMware Horizon browser shortcut to launch the HTML5 View Client.
1. Click on the **VMware Horizon HTML Access**.
1. Username **user2mod3**.
2. Password **VMware1!**
3. Click **Login**.
1. Click on the **Calculator** Application to launch via HTML5.
1. Test out the Calc App in the HTML5 client and click X to close.
LAUNCH INSTANT CLONE POOL

1. To launch the HTML5 desktop click on **Instant Clone Pool**.
VALIDATE DESKTOP/APPLICATIONS

1. **Launch** any of the applications test and close the chrome browser tab.

CLOSE BROWSER

1. Click the **X** to close out the HTML5 Client

This concludes the HTML5 client Hands on Lab.

**Horizon Performance Tracker**

A new feature in Horizon 7.5 is the Performance Tracker. This utility runs inside a remote desktop and monitors performance of the display protocols and system resource usage. This can also be ran as a published application inside an application pool.
LAUNCH HORIZON DESKTOP CLIENT

To start the lab launch the **VMware Horizon Client**.

CONNECT TO VIEW

1. Click on **horizon-01.corp.local**.
LOGON TO HORIZON

1. Username: user2mod3
2. Password: VMware1!
3. Click Login.

LAUNCH DESKTOP

1. Click on Instant Clone Pool.

LAUNCH PERFORMANCE TRACKER

1. After logon, from the desktop launch VMware Horizon Performance Tracker.
1. Observe current performance graphs and charts.

**LAUNCH MSPAINT**

Launch **MSPAINT** or any other of the applications on the desktop and watch the real-time utilization changes of the graphs and charts of Horizon Performance Tracker.
1. Click on **Session Properties** and observe the numerous client properties available at a glance.
CLOSE PERFORMANCE TRACKER

1. Click on the X to Close Performance Tracker and Logoff the desktop.

CLOSE VIEW CLIENT

1. Click on the X to close the View Client.

CONFIRM DISCONNECT

1. Click OK to confirm disconnecting from the desktop session.

DISCONNECT THE VIEW CLIENT
1. Click on the **Plug** icon to close the View Client.

**CONFIRM LOG OFF**

![Confirmation dialog](image)

1. Click **OK** to confirm Log off from the server.

**CLOSE VIEW CLIENT**

![Closing dialog](image)

1. Click the red **X** to close the Horizon Client.

**Horizon Help Desk Hands on Lab Experience**

Horizon Help Desk Tool is a Web application that you can use to get the status of Horizon 7 user sessions and to perform troubleshooting and maintenance operations.

In Horizon Help Desk Tool, you can look up user sessions to troubleshoot problems and perform desktop maintenance operations such as restart or reset desktops.

To configure Horizon Help Desk Tool, you must meet the following requirements:

- Horizon Enterprise edition license or Horizon Apps Advanced edition license for Horizon 7. To verify that you have the correct license.
- An event database to store information about Horizon 7 components.
- The Help Desk Administrator role or the Help Desk Administrator (Read Only) role to log in to Horizon Help Desk Tool.
- Enable the timing profiler on each Connection Server instance to view logon segments.
LAUNCH HORIZON HTML5 WEB CLIENT

1. Launch Google Chrome.

CLICK HORIZON WEB CLIENT

1. Click on VMware Horizon shortcut.

LAUNCH HTML CLIENT
1. Click on **VMware Horizon HTML Access**.

**Login HORIZON WEB CLIENT**

1. Username: **user2mod3**
2. Password: **VMware1!**
3. Click **Login**
Open Desktop Session

1. Click on Instant Clone Pool.

OPEN MS PAINT

1. If you continued from the previous section MS Paint should already be running or if it isn't, Click on MS Paint desktop shortcut to launch.

Minimize Web Browser

1. Minimize the web browser with the desktop still running by clicking the -
Launch VMWARE HORIZON CLIENT

1. From the desktop Launch the **VMware Horizon Client**.

CONNECT TO VIEW

1. Launch a session to **horizon-02.corp.local**.
**LOGIN**

1. Logon as **user1mod1**.
2. **VMware1!** for the password.
3. Click **Login**.

**LAUNCH DESKTOP SESSION**

1. Launch a desktop session to the **Man-Pool1**.
LAUNCH Google Chrome

1. Launch Google Chrome.

LOGIN TO VIEW MANAGER

1. Username: administrator
2. Password: VMware1!
3. Click Log In

OPEN HORIZON ADMIN CONSOLE

1. Click on Horizon Console to Launch.
1. In the search bar type **user2mod3** and press enter.

**CLICK ON SESSION**

1. Click on **user2mod3** search results to continue.

**Session**

1. Maximize the browser screen or scroll down In the session tab click on the **win10ic-1.corp.local** link.
1. Scroll down and review all the session information. There are 3 tabs - **Details, Processes, Applications**. When finished make sure you scroll down on the **Details** tab to continue.

### Remote Assistance Request

![Remote Assistance Request Diagram]
1. Click on the **Remote Assistance** Button.

**OPEN SESSION FILE**

1. Click on the **Down Menu Arrow** to open the Remote Session File.
2. Click **Open** to open the Remote Request Session file.

**Minimize the Desktop Session**

1. Click the - minimize button to minimize the desktop session.

**Open HTML 5 Client**

1. Click on the **VMware Horizon Google Chrome** HTML5 web client desktop session to open back up.
Accept Remote Session Request

1. Click **Yes** to accept the Remote Assistance request.

**VERIFY SESSION**

1. Verify **Your helper can now see your desktop** status.

Minimize WEB Client Session
1. Minimize the Web Client by clicking on the - button.

**OPEN UP VIEW CLIENT SESSION**

1. Click on **Man-Pool1** the session with the desktop session using the Horizon Client.

**Validate Remote Assistance Session**

1. You can see the **MS PAINT** session in the windowed desktop running.
2. You can **Request Control** of the session.
3. You can also start a **Chat** session from these menus.
REQUEST CONTROL

1. Click on **Request Control**. (You will see the popup request)

MINIMIZE RUNNING SESSION

1. Minimize the running desktop session by clicking the - button.

SWITCH BACK TO HTML5 CLIENT

1. Click on **VMware Horizon - G...**
Confirm Remote Control Request

1. Click **Yes** to confirm and allow the session to be remotely controlled.

MINIMIZE HORIZON WEB CLIENT

1. Minimize the Horizon web client by clicking the - button

RESTORE HORIZON VIEW CLIENT
1. Restore the Horizon Client by clicking **Man-Pool1** session in the taskbar.

**Verify Remote Control Function**

1. Validate the remote session is working by drawing on the MS PAINT page. This concludes the LAB. Close all sessions and browsers.
2. Close all **Browser and View Client** sessions to return back to the desktop.

**CONCLUSION**

VMware Help Desk is a useful tool offering remote control, chat, and session information to help desk service providers. Important session information including applications and real time performance data can be leveraged when assisting end users.
Role Based Delegation

You can assign predefined administrator roles to Horizon Help Desk Tool administrators to delegate the troubleshooting tasks between administrator users. You can also create custom roles and add privileges based on the predefined administrator roles.

You can use Horizon Administrator to add, delete, and review permissions for specific administrator users and groups, for specific roles, and for specific access groups. You can use Horizon Administrator to add, modify, and delete custom roles.

If the predefined administrator roles do not meet your needs, you can combine specific privileges to create your own roles in Horizon Administrator.

Horizon Administrator includes predefined roles that you can assign to your administrator users and groups. You can also create your own administrator roles by combining selected privileges.

ROLES AND PRIVILEGES

- **Predefined Administrator Roles**
  The predefined administrator roles combine all of the individual privileges required to perform common administration tasks. You cannot modify the predefined roles.

- **Global Privileges**
  Global privileges control system-wide operations, such as viewing and changing global settings. Roles that contain only global privileges cannot be applied to access groups.

- **Object-Specific Privileges**
  Object-specific privileges control operations on specific types of inventory objects. Roles that contain object-specific privileges can be applied to access groups.

- **Internal Privileges**
  Some of the predefined administrator roles contain internal privileges. You cannot select internal privileges when you create custom roles.

BEST PRACTICES

To increase the security and manageability of your Horizon 7 environment, you should follow best practices when managing administrator users and groups.
• Create new user groups in Active Directory and assign administrative roles to these groups. Avoid using Windows built-in groups or other existing groups that might contain users who do not need or should not have Horizon 7 privileges.
• Keep the number of users with Horizon 7 administrative privileges to a minimum.
• Because the Administrators role has every privilege, it should not be used for day-to-day administration.
• Because it is highly visible and easily guessed, avoid using the name Administrator when creating administrator users and groups.
• Create access groups to segregate sensitive desktops and farms. Delegate the administration of those access groups to a limited set of users.
• Create separate administrators that can modify global policies and Horizon 7 configuration settings.

Role Bases Access Control Hands on Lab Experience

This lab will cover a few concepts of Role Based Access Control within the Horizon View environment. There are so many combinations you are limited mostly by your imagination and use cases.

LAUNCH GOOGLE CHROME

1. Launch Google Chrome from the Desktop.

OPEN VIEW MANAGER

1. Click on the Horizon Folder.
2. Click on Horizon-01-Admin to launch the Horizon Administrator Console.
**LOGON**

1. Logon as **Administrator**
2. Password is **VMware1!**
3. Click **Log In**.

**EXPAND VIEW CONFIGURATION**
1. Expand the **View Configuration** menu.

**CHOOSE ADMINISTRATORS**

![Diagram showing the View Configuration menu expanded]

1. Click on **Administrators**.

**OBSERVE ADMINISTRATORS GROUP**

![Diagram showing the Administrators group in the View Configuration menu]

Observe the default Administrators Role and Access Group /Root the user corp.local\ administrator is a member of the Administrators role and has complete control and access over the entire Horizon environment. This role is allowed to create roles, add and remove people from roles, etc.
Hands on Lab Experience Create an Access Group

This section will walk you through creating an Access Group. An **Access Group** is a container to place View objects into and provide granular privileges and permissions to those specific objects for particular administrative functions and roles.

**EXPAND VIEW CONFIGURATION**

1. Expand **View Configuration** menu.
CHOOSE ADMINISTRATORS

1. Click on **Administrators**.

ADD ACCESS GROUP

1. Click on **Access Groups** Tab.
2. Click **Add Access Group**.
NAME ACCESS GROUP

1. Type a **Test Access Group** for your Access Group name
2. Click **OK**.

VERIFY ACCESS GROUP

1. Verify **Test Access Group** was created.

Hands on Lab Experience Creating a Role

This section will show you how to leverage pre-made or custom roles to suit your administrative needs. The roles can be defined to give just enough privileges to perform required work duties.
ADD ROLE

Take a look at the pre-defined roles and descriptions. These can be used to quickly add users or groups to Access Groups to delegate administrative tasks as needed. You can also create custom roles to further fine tune as needed.

1. Click on Roles tab.
2. Click on Add Role.

NAME ROLE

This launches the Add Role Wizard.

1. In the Name field type My New Role.
2. Check the following Privileges - Manage Reboot Operations, Manage Sessions, Remote Assistance, Console Interaction, and Manage Help Desk.
3. Click OK.

**VALIDATE ROLE**

![Image of a window showing the role validation process]

1. Verify your custom role was created. This concludes this section.

**Hands on Lab Experience Adding Users/ Groups to Roles and Access Groups**

This section will show you how to add a domain user or group to View manager and assign a Role and Access Group.

**ADD USER / GROUP**

![Image of the View manager interface with highlighted Add User or Group]

1. Click on Administrators and Groups tab.
2. Click on Add User or Group.
ADD PERMISSION

1. Click Add.

CHOOSE USER

1. Uncheck Groups.
2. In Name/Username type user1mod1.
3. Click **Find**.
4. Click **user1mod1**.
5. Click **OK**.

**VALIDATE USER**

1. Click **Next**.
1. Click on **My New Role** that you created in the previous section.
2. Click **Next**.

**SELECT ACCESS GROUP**
1. Select **Test Access Group** you created in previous steps.
2. Click **Finish**.

**VERIFY**

1. Verify the user `corp.local\user1mod1` is added to both your **My New Role** and **Test Access Group**.

**CHOOSE DESKTOP POOLS**

1. Expand **Catalog** menu.
2. Click **Desktop Pools**.

**MODIFY DEFAULT ACCESS GROUP**

1. Click on **IC-Pool**.
2. Click on **Access Group** dropdown.
3. Click **Change Access Group**.

## CHOOSE ACCESS GROUP

![Choose Access Group](image)

1. On the Access Group Drop Down Choose your **Test Access Group**.

## CONFIRM ACCESS GROUP

![Confirm Access Group](image)

1. Click **OK** to complete.

## LOGOUT

![Logout](image)

1. Click **Logout** to exit the Horizon Manager server.

This completes adding the user to a role and access group section of the lab.

### Hands on Lab Experience Validate Access Group

This section will have you logon as the user: **user1mod1** a non administrator and verify that your Role and Access Group is working.
Logon to View Manager with the user1mod1 account

1. Username: user1mod1
2. Password: VMware1!
3. Click Log In.

VIEW DESKTOP POOLS

1. Expand Catalog menu.
2. Click Desktop Pools.
VALIDATE ROLE FUNCTION

1. Notice how the Add, Edit, Clone, Delete buttons are all greyed out. This is the Role Based Control working. Look around and try other operations. In this configuration pretty much everything is greyed out as you will find.

Please close all client and browser sessions before proceeding to the next steps.

This concludes the Role Based Access Lab. Close out all web browser sessions.
Cloud Pod Architecture Overview

Enabling the Horizon Cloud Pod (CPA) feature allows multiple Horizon pods to provide resource access across multiple locations and very large scale implementations seamlessly to the user. You will learn about the fundamental components and walk through the implementation and resource entitlement of Horizon Cloud Pod Architecture.

A key feature of the Horizon Cloud Pod Architecture is the ability to provide high availability and to scale-out virtual desktops in VMware Horizon 7.

This module will provide a high-level overview of enabling and using Cloud Pod Architecture (CPA).

CLOUD POD ARCHITECTURE

This architecture provides three major benefits

- Support for active-active deployments - Customers who have multiple data centers can now leverage all data center assets efficiently. Users can be entitled to resources across either datacenter.
- Consolidation of multiple pods within a single data center - Multiple pods of desktops within the same data center are able to be managed centrally through a single global user-entitlement layer.
- Disaster recovery - The global user-entitlement layer can be used to assign a user to desktops in both Pod 1 and Pod 2. If Pod 1 was to become unavailable, the user would receive a desktop from Pod 2. It is important to note that some form of
data-replication technology will be necessary to provide the user's data across data center locations.

LAUNCH GOOGLE CHROME

1. Launch Google Chrome from the Main Console desktop.

LAUNCH VIEW ADMINISTRATOR SITE 1

1. Click on the Horizon folder.
2. Choose Horizon-01-Admin.
1. Username: **administrator**
2. Password: **VMware1!**
3. Click **Log In**.
1. Expand the View Configuration menu.
2. Click on Cloud Pod Architecture.
1. Notice **Cluster-HORIZON-01(local)** this indicates you are on the HORIZON-01 POD.

Enabling CPA is a quite simple process. This is a high-level overview lab and we have already initialized it for you. It is a minimal risk activity that can be done at anytime. It doesn't require a reboot or outage window to enable.
1. Expand the **Catalog** menu.
2. Click on **Global Entitlements**.

The Global Entitlements object only exists once you have either initialized CPA or Joined a federation in a POD. You only need to perform this task on a single connection server in the pod.
ADD GLOBAL ENTITLEMENT

1. To start the process of adding a Global Entitlement from within the Global Entitlements window click the **Add** button. This will start the Global Entitlement wizard.

DESKTOP OR APPLICATION

1. Choose **Desktop Entitlement**. CPA Supports both.
2. Click **Next**.
1. Name: **My Global Pool**.
2. Select **Floating**.
3. Click **Next**.
1. Click Add.

**ADD USER TO CPA**

1. Uncheck Groups.
2. In Name type `user1mod1`.
3. Click Find.
4. Click `user1mod1` name to highlight.
5. Click Ok.
CONFIRM USER ADD

1. Confirm user1mod1 was added and click Next.

COMPLETE ENTITLEMENT

1. Make sure user1mod1 is added and click Finish to complete Global Entitlement.
VALIDATE ENTITLEMENT

1. Validate **My Global Pool** was created.

ADD POOL TO CPA

1. Click on **Global Entitlements**.
2. Double click on the Global Entitlement construct you created (**My Global Pool**) and entitled in the previous steps.
ADD LOCAL POOL

1. Click on **Local Pools**.
2. Click on **Add**.

ASSIGN POOL IC-POOL1

1. Click on **IC-Pool1**.
2. Click on **Add** to add the IC-Pool1 to the CPA entitlement.
VALIDATE ADDED POOL

1. Validate that the local pool **IC-Pool1** was added to **My Global Pool**.

ADD SECOND POOL

1. Click **Add** to add a second pool to the entitlement.

CHOOSE POOL

1. Click on **MYPool**.
2. Click **Add**.
VALIDATE 2 POOLS ADDED TO ENTITLEMENT

1. Validate 2 pools are added to the global entitlement. Similar pools can be added from CPA enabled VIEW PODS from the same or different View POD. Minimize the web browser.

LOGIN

1. Launch Horizon Client.

CONNECT

1. Connect to horizon-01.corp.local.
LOGIN

1. Logon Username: **user1mod1**
2. Password: **VMware1!**
3. Click **Login**.

VALIDATE GLOBAL ENTITLEMENT

1. Click on **My Global Pool** to launch a desktop session.

Currently all users are entitled to the Instant Clone Pool, which is connected to the Global Entitlement My Global Pool. This is not a best practice. When using CPA entitle only at the Global level and add the pools you want to back the entitlement.

Close out the View Client as well as any web browser sessions to return to the desktop.
CONCLUSION

This concludes the high-level overview of Cloud Pod Architecture. It provides a hands on look at CPA and exposes a few of the features CPA provides.
Module 4 - Just-in-Time Management Platform (JMP)(90 minutes)
Introduction to JMP

JMP (pronounced \textit{jump}), which stands for Just-in-Time Management Platform, represents capabilities in VMware Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition that deliver Just-in-Time Desktops and Apps in a flexible, fast, and personalized manner. JMP is composed of the following VMware technologies:

- VMware Instant Clone Technology for fast desktop and RDSH provisioning
- VMware App Volumes for real-time application delivery
- VMware User Environment Manager for contextual policy management

JMP allows components of a desktop or RDSH server to be decoupled and managed independently in a centralized manner, yet reconstituted on demand to deliver a personalized user workspace when needed.

JMP represents capabilities within Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition version 7.x and Horizon Apps Advanced Edition. These editions include Horizon 7 version 7.x, vSphere 6.x, App Volumes 2.x, User Environment Manager 9.x, and VMware Identity Manager.
How JMP Works

JMP offers an alternative to managing per virtual machine. JMP decouples each aspect of a desktop to allow it to be managed on a per-user or per-group basis. Each component of the desktop is virtualized and managed centrally rather than separately, as is done in a traditional distributed per-VM approach. As illustrated, application-management containers are managed separately from the desktop OS. Similarly, user data files and OS- and application-specific configurations are decoupled from the OS and kept on separate file shares.
Benefits of JMP

1. Seamless and easy access to any app from any device:
   - You can use the JMP technologies with Workspace ONE to create a single unified app catalog for SaaS, web, Horizon 7 published applications, Horizon 7 virtual desktops, Citrix XenApp, and mobile apps.
   - After users authenticate once, the single sign-on feature logs them all the way in to their virtual desktop or app.

2. Persistent end-user experience in non-persistent environments:
   - User Environment Manager delivers a consistent, personalized desktop and app experience across devices.
   - Applications installed on multi-user App Volumes AppStacks or user-specific writable volumes are attached to a desktop at user login.

3. Cost-optimized infrastructure:
   - Instant clones allow you to deploy VDI desktops and RDSH servers more rapidly, scale more easily, and perform maintenance up to 85 percent more quickly than was previously possible. No separate server or database instance is required for instant clones.
• Because the OS, applications, and user data are decoupled from each other, you can use the most appropriate type of storage for each component. Applications and the operating system can use fast storage with high-read IOPS, such as VMware vSAN. Configuration settings and user data can be stored on less expensive NAS-based storage.

4. Reliability and security:

• Instant clones improve security by regenerating and automatically refreshing VDI desktops when users log out, and regenerating RDSH servers on a scheduled basis.
• VMs can reside on high-availability clusters of VMware vSphere servers.
• Communication among server components, client devices, and, optionally, VDI desktops uses TLS/SSL.

5. Centralized administration and management:

• With App Volumes, applications become objects (AppStacks) that can be moved easily across data centers and shared with thousands of VMs.
• Desktops and applications are centralized by integrating with VMware vSphere and virtualizing server, storage, and networking resources.
• User Environment Manager allows you to manage Windows settings and application settings, as well as user preferences, from a central console.

6. Blast Extreme display technology built on industry-standard H.264:

• End users get a high-performance graphics experience accessible on a multitude of devices including ultra-low-cost PCs.
• Both TCP and UDP transport protocols are supported, and Blast Extreme selects the appropriate transport protocol based on network conditions and policy.
• Multiple codecs are supported, and Blast Extreme selects the appropriate codec JPG/PNG or H.264 based on endpoint and policy.
New JMP Server

Building on the current success using the Just-in-Time Management Platform, VMware introduced a JMP server to provide a workflow based console. This new server is a separate install and will fuse together Active Directory, Horizon 7, UEM and App Volumes to ensure administrators can use a single pane of glass to manage desktop workspaces for users or groups.

3 Step Process - JMP Dynamics
JMP uses a 3-step process to create a Workspace for users and groups:

1. Identify the User or Groups
2. Define the Desktop workspace
3. Dynamically build the solution out from a single administrator pane.
JMP Requirements

Supported versions of the VMware products that comprise the JMP technology must be installed before you can install JMP Server and use the JMP Integrated Workflow features.

The following versions of the VMware products must be installed before you begin installing JMP Server.

- VMware Horizon 7 version 7.5 or later
- VMware App Volumes 2.14 or later
- VMware User Environment Manager 9.2.1 or later
- VMware Identity Manager 2.9.2 or later (for integration with VMware Workspace ONE)

Hardware Requirements for JMP Server

You must install JMP Server on a dedicated physical or virtual machine that meets specific hardware requirements.

The following table lists the minimum hardware requirements for a JMP Server instance in a production environment.
Horizon JMP Server Hardware Requirements for a Production Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Component</th>
<th>Minimum Required in a Production Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>4 core CPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>100 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Horizon JMP Server Hardware Requirements for a Laboratory Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Component</th>
<th>Minimum Required in a Laboratory Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>4 core CPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>25 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Network Requirements for JMP Server

The physical or virtual machine on which you plan to install JMP Server must be able to reach all product endpoints for all the points of delivery (PoDs) across your network.

Before you begin using the JMP Integrated Workflow features, all the security and CA-signed certificate authentication must already be configured for the JMP Server instance and all the technology endpoints that interact with your JMP Server instance.

Database Requirements for JMP Server

The JMP Server installer requires specific SQL Server database versions to perform the JMP Server installation.

JMP Server supports the following SQL Server versions and editions in the two supported workload environments: proof-of-concept (PoC) or production.

Before running the JMP Server installer, you must create the SQL Server database that the JMP Server installer uses during the installation process.
You must also provide the login credentials that the JMP Server installer will use to connect to the SQL Server database that you created. You can select the type of authentication that the JMP Server installer uses. The default used is the Windows authentication. Whether you select the Windows authentication or SQL Server authentication, the login credentials that the JMP Server installer uses must already exist in the SQL Server instance before you can begin installing JMP Server.

In addition, you must create a SQL Server login for the Windows Server user account that you plan to use to install the JMP Server. This Windows user must be configured to have the proper credentials to modify the SQL Server database you created.

If your SQL Server is enabled with TLS encryption, you must export its TLS certificate and import the certificate into your JMP Server instance to enable an encrypted communication with the SQL Server.

### Database Requirements for JMP Server

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload Type</th>
<th>Database Server</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proof-of-Concept (PoC)</td>
<td>SQL Server Express 2014</td>
<td>64-bit</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>SQL Server 2012 (SP1, SP2, SP3, and SP4)</td>
<td>64-bit</td>
<td>Standard and Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>SQL Server 2014 (SP1 and SP2 with CU7 or later)</td>
<td>64-bit</td>
<td>Standard and Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>SQL Server 2016 (SP1 with CU6 or later)</td>
<td>64-bit</td>
<td>Standard and Enterprise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Supported Web Browser for JMP Integrated Workflow

You access the JMP Integrated Workflow user interface (UI) using the VMware Horizon Console, which is a Web-based application that is installed with VMware Horizon 7 Connection Server version 7.5 and later.

The following Web browsers are supported for use with the JMP Integrated Workflow features.

- Google Chrome (latest versions supported)
- Mozilla Firefox (latest versions supported)
- Internet Explorer 10 and 11
- Microsoft Edge
Explore - New Horizon Console

Chrome

On the HOL-1951 Main Console Desktop

1. Select Google Chrome

New TAB

1. Click - new TAB in Chrome
2. Select the Horizon folder
3. Click - Horizon-01-Admin

Horizon Login

1. User name: administrator
2. Password: VMware1!
3. Domain: CORP
4. Log In
1. User Name = administrator
2. Password = VMware1!
3. Domain = CORP
4. Click - Log In

New Horizon Console - SSO Option

At the top of the Horizon 7 Administrator Console

1. Click Horizon Console

This is a built-in link to the new Horizon Console and will create a SSO session using the currently logged on user credentials
The New VMware Horizon console can also be accessed directly via the URL

https://your-HorizonServer-fqdn/newadmin

1. Username = Administrator
2. Password = VMware1!
3. Domain = CORP
4. Click Login
JMP Dashboard - Horizon Console

On entry you are welcomed by the new JMP Dashboard

1. Scroll down the page to learn more about the features

What's New

Using the traditional setup for a Just-in-Time Desktop Setup, the administrator would login separately to the UEM console, the AppVolumes console and the Horizon console to create a single JMP setup as desired. The new JMP console gives the Horizon administrator the ability to orchestrate this (UEM/APPSTACKS/HORIZON) through a single pane of glass. The Helpdesk feature can easily be accessed using the same pane of glass.
**Whats Included?**

Horizon Console includes a partial implementation of Horizon features, but you will still have access to the full breadth of Horizon features via the existing Horizon Administrator. See Using Horizon Console for a complete listing of Horizon Console features and stay tuned for more exciting enhancements coming soon!

**Walk me through the console**

1. **Click** - Assignments
JMP Assignments

1. Click New

New Assignment

JMP assignment is the entry point to create a workflow through the new JMP server. The Assignment is defined in 6 sections

- Users
- Desktops
- Applications
1. Click **Cancel to continue**  
2. Click **Yes**

We will not be doing any new assignments during this introduction, but feel free to create workflows in the Advanced Lab HOL-1951-04

**Users and Groups**

![Image of VMware Horizon 7 interface with highlighted Users and Groups section]

1. **Click** - User and Groups
OLD vs NEW

The new Horizon console (B) is consistent with the current Horizon dashboard (A). The broader functionality will be matched in future releases, but the action/tasks for Users and groups including Inventory is evenly matched.

Inventory > Desktops

1. Click Desktops below the Inventory section
This section will manage any new addition of desktop pools and edit any pre-existing desktop pools. The links highlighted in blue will enable you to drill further into the object exploring the object in more detail and enabling further options.

2. Click **IC-Pool1**

**IC-Pool1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Inventory</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Entitlements</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Policy Overrides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**General**

- **Unique ID:** IC-Pool1
- **Type:** Automated desktop pool
- **User Assignment:** Floating assignment
- **Machine source:** vCenter (instant clone)
- **Display name:** Instant Clone Pool
- **Access group:** /
- **State:** Enabled
- **Provisioning:** Enabled

Note the extra options highlighted in blue
Inventory > Applications

1. Click Applications below the Inventory section

The application section will once again expose further details by following the Blue Highlighted links. Applications will expose any configured applications within Horizon that is ready for entitlement, but further more create the opportunity to add a new application either manually or from an already installed application within the RDS farm.

Inventory > Farms

1. Click Farms below the Inventory section

The farm section within Horizon will allow you to edit and manipulate the already created farm or create a new farm. The farm can only accept a server image, so please note that desktops images will not be exposed at this point. Feel free to browse but not change anything at this point as it will render the rest of the lab incomplete.
Inventory> Machines

1. Click Machines below the Inventory section

The Machine section will expose any machines already created in the Horizon console, including desktops enabled through the vCenter, RDS Hosts registed and any other machines that has the agent installed.

Inventory> Registered Machines

1. Click Registered Machines below the Inventory section

Registered RDS Host and the ability to edit, remove, enable or disable the host in this section.
1. Click **Settings**

This is the entry point and we need to define the settings here before we can use any of the new JMP features. If the JMP server does not have a green tick and show that the service is established, then all the options will be greyed-out. The JMP server session will be verified each time the user logs on and/or clicks on the Settings tab.

JMP Settings define the relationship between the new JMP server engine and Horizon 7, Active Directory, App Volumes and UEM. This will be further defined in the Horizon 7 Enterprise Advanced lab, HOL-1951-04-VWS.
Horizon 7

1. Click **Horizon 7**

The Horizon credentials are needed to establish a true SSL connection to maintain and interact with the current Horizon 7 Administrator Console.

Active Directory

1. Click **Active Directory**

This will enable the Active Directory integration using LDAP over TLS, LDAPS or LDAP as an option.
App Volumes

The App Volumes integration is key to the Just-In-Time setup to provide AppStacks and/or Writable Volumes. The current JMP integration console only provides access to AppStacks.

1. Click **App Volumes**

UEM

This is the only setting that only requires a URL to UEM Files Shares in order to function. Any pre-configured UEM personalized settings can be applied via this JMP engine, but cannot create new or edit any UEM settings. The console is used to provide a single pane of glass and not update any functions of UEM.

That concludes the JMP walkthrough.
Create your first Just-In-Time Desktop

In this lesson, you will create your first JMP Desktop.

**Chrome**

On the HOL-1951 Main Console Desktop

1. Select **Google Chrome**

**New TAB**

1. Click - **new TAB** in Chrome
2. Select the **Horizon** folder
3. Click - **Horizon-01-Admin**
Horizon Login

1. User Name = administrator
2. Password = VMware1!
3. Domain = CORP
4. Click - Log In

Horizon Dashboard

1. Click the Catalog to expand
2. Click Desktop Pools

Note: We have an Instant Clone pool that is pre-created. For this exercise we do not have to create Horizon pools, users, UEM personalization or App Stacks as they have been pre-setup. Please look at the module listing for this lab to learn more about the individual components.

Horizon Console

At the top of the Horizon 7 Administrator Console

1. Click Horizon Console
Horizon Console - Assignments

1. Click - Assignments

JMP Assignments - New

1. Click - New
**JMP Assignments - Users**

1. **Type** - User2Mod4
2. **Select** the User [User2Mod4]

This is the first step to assign a JMP workflow to a user. We can use a single user or a group at this point.

**JMP Assignments - Next**

1. **Click** - Next
JMP Assignments - Desktops

IC-Pool1 is a pre-created pool and we will assign the user to this Instant Clone desktop pool as the first part before assigning UEM policies or App Stacks.

1. **Select** the **pool** (ensure **IC-Pool1** is highlighted)
2. Click **Next**
JMP Assignments - Applications

This section will reach-out to the App Volumes server and show any AppStacks that are currently available. This will only look for AppStacks and not Writable Volumes. Please follow the standard procedure to attach a Writable Volume before or after you created the JMP assignment.

1. Click and select Multimedia
2. Click Next
JMP Assignments - UEM

The UEM server will be interrogated at this point and any pre-defined user personalization will be displayed for selection. Personalization policies cannot be created at this point, only selected and applied. There is no consistency check, so ensure by selecting a policy the user will receive the effective/appropriate changes applied via the personalization (ie Select Word only if the user has Word installed). Should you have no need for UEM policies at this point then Select (A) and slide this to YES to disable all UEM settings.

1. Click and Select **Word**
2. Click and Select **Visio**
3. Click - **Next**

We have no WORD or VISIO installed on the desktop, but selected these to see how UEM personalization assignments are created and finally edited during this exercise.
1. Feel free to give your Assignment a useful name to ensure consistency in your environment.
2. This will save a lot of time when you need to duplicate this assignment ensuring the description captures what you assigned.
3. The user could already have a desktop in the pool selected in the first stage and this would allow for the AppStack to be presented in real time without the need for the user to log out and back in. Alternatively the selection can be left at default (On Next Login)
4. Click - Next
JMP Assignments - Summary

The final overview screen presented as a summary to the entitlement and assignment of the first 5 steps. When you are satisfied with the selection then click submit or click back to make further changes.

1. Click **Submit**

**JMP Assignments (Keep this TAB open)**

The Status for the assignment will go from Orange to Green when completed. This could take a minute or two and you will see a pop-up asking you to refresh the screen.
At this point you can choose to edit or duplicate the assignment. Should this assignment no longer be relevant then delete the assignment or start a new one.

*** Do not close this TAB in chrome, we will come back later and check the status update.

**Chrome - Favorites (NEW TAB)**

At the top of the chrome browser:

1. Open a new TAB and then Click **VMware Horizon**

**VMware Horizon HTML**

You can connect to your desktop and applications by using the VMware Horizon Client or through the browser.

The VMware Horizon Client offers better performance and features.
1. Click - **Horizon HTML Access**

**VMware Horizon HTML Login**

1. Username = **User2Mod4**
2. Password = **VMware1!**
3. Click - **Login**
**Instant Clone Pool**

1. Click **Instant Clone Pool**

**Desktop Prepare**

Wait while the new desktop is being prepared and the changes applied as per the JMP assignment.
Once the desktop is ready feel free to look at the newly attached App Stack (VLC media player). Within 6 steps, you selected a user, assigned an App Stack, applied UEM user personalization, ensuring you have a repeatable workflow for Users/Groups, Horizon, UEM and App Volumes.
Windows Sign out

When you are done looking around, please sign out

1. Click the windows Icon
2. Click the user Icon
3. Click Sign out

App Volumes

Having a sneak peak at the App Volumes Dashboard we would notice that the user now has an App Stack assigned and showing as attached in IC-Pool1.
JMP Assignment - Refresh

If the JMP assignment is still orange then click refresh to update the status

1. Click Refresh
2. Click User2Mod4_IC-Pool1_My_First_JMP_Workflow
**JMP Workflow**

This will present the administrator with an overview of the assignment with the option to Edit, Duplicate or Delete the current assignment.
Conclusion

Module 4 topics included and introduction, the JMP requirements, the JMP console and creating your first JMP desktop.

You've finished Module 4

Congratulations on completing Module 4.

If you are looking for additional information on Horizon 7 JMP, try one of these:

- Click on this link
- Or go to https://techzone.vmware.com
- Or use your smart device to scan the QRC Code.

Proceed to any module below which interests you most.

- Module 1 - Horizon Overview and Features (60 minutes)
- Module 2 - Horizon Components Explained (90 minutes)
- Module 3 - Horizon Basic Tasks (90 minutes)
- Module 4 - Just-In-Time Management Platform (JMP) (90 minutes)

How to End Lab
To end your lab click on the **END** button.
Conclusion

Thank you for participating in the VMware Hands-on Labs. Be sure to visit http://hol.vmware.com/ to continue your lab experience online.
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